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\
This City-wide master Agreement entered into by the City of Rochester
(hereinafter referred to as the Employer) and Local 163S, American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred to
as the Union), has as its purpose the promotion of harmonious relations
between the Employer and the Union, the establishment of an equitable and
peaceful procedure for the resolution of differences and the establishment of
rates of pay, hours of work and other conditions of employment.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH' THE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' FAIR
EMPLOYMENT ACT, SECTION 104-8, IT IS AGREED BY AND
BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENTOF LAW OR BY PROVIDING
THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME
EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS
GIVEN APPROVAL. .
The City and the Union recognize their responsibility to participate in and
support the Affirmative Action Plans and efforts undertaken by the City in
accordance with the Equal Employment Act of 1972, Public Law 92-261, as
it may be amended. The parties agree that they will administer this conti'act
in accordance with applicable Affirmative Action Laws, and the rules and
regulations of any appropriate administrative agency charged with
implementing such laws.
ARTICLE 1 RECOGNITION
Section 1 . Unit Def"mition
A. The City recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive collective
bargaining agent for the purpose of establishing salaries, wages, hours and
other tenns and conditions of employment, as defined in Section 201 (4) of the
Civil Service Law, for all full-time civilian employees of the City, but
excluding civilian employees in the Fire Department who come within the
jurisdiction of the International Association of Fire Fighters, AFL-CIO,
employees who come under the jurisdiction of the International Union of
Operating Engineers, AFL-CIO, part-time, seasonal or temporary employees,
and employees within the following categories:
(1) All elected officials, employees appointed by the Mayor or City
Council and employees in the unclassified service as defined in
Section 35 of the Civil Service Law.
All. employees classified as Administrative, Professional or
Technical (APT) in accordance with current City Policies and
regulations..
All employees in the Mayor's office.
All employees in the Bureau of Audit and Review.
All employees in the Bureau of Budget and Efficiency.
All employees in the Law Department.
Thesecrdary to each Department Head, Deputy Department
Head~and Bureau Head.. The positions of Associate Library
Director, Assistant Library Director and Manpower Director
shall be considered as Bureau Head positions.
In the Rochester Public Library, employees within th~ title of
Senior Personnel Analyst and one (1) Clerk II position in the
Library Personnel Office and such other positions as the Parties
. may agree.
"In the Bureau of Communications, employees within the titles
of Municipal Assistant and Senior Graphic Designer.
In the Bureau of Employee Relations, all employees in the
Division of Labor Relations, employees within the titles of
Personnel Analyst Trainee, Assistant Personnel Analyst,
Administrative Assistant, Personnel Analyst, Senior Personnel
Analyst, Senior Personnel Technician, one (1) secretary in
the Employment section, three (3) clerical positions, and the
secretary to the Assistant Director of Employee Relations.
In the BurCau of Accounting, employees within the titles of
Payroll Auditor, and Payroll Technician.
Confidential labor relations liaison personnel in the
Department of Environmental Services and the Department of
Parks, Recreation and Human Services.
.
. ,
i
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
2
(13)
(14)
.~
(1S)
I
-.
All employees in the titles of Executive Assistant and
Municipal Assistant.
If any of the positions listed above are changed from one
administrative unit of the City to another, or are reclassified
to a new title, without change in function, their status for
purposes of this Section shall not be changed.
In the Division of Security, an employeea in the title of
Supervising Security Guard.
B. When new titles are created that appear to be within the scope of the
unit, or existing unit titles are changed, the City will consuh with the Union
in determining whether the new or
amended titles should be included in the bargaining unit defined above. If the
parties cannot agree on the unit status of a title, the matter shan be settled by
an arbitrator. The City may create the position and fill the vacancy subject to
a final determination. Pending such final determination, the position shall be
placed in the bargaining unit.
C. The City agrees to provide the Union, at no cost, a list of an bargaining
unit job titles and their corresponding pay brackets, upon request, but limited
to two times per year.
Section 2 - EKeDtion to Certain penon....
Rochester Public Library personnel shall be covered by the personnel
regulations adopted for such personnel by the Board of Trustees of the Public
Library. The Union maintains its rights for the aforementioned group as to
recognition under Article 1, Section 1 A. and therefore, may exercise its rights
to negotiate such regulations separately.
Section 3 - Union Units
It is understood and agreed that for the purpose of collective bargaining there
is only one bargaining unit. It is understood that the bargaining unit is divided
into four jurisdictions as follows:
(1) Loca1163S
(2) Local163S-A -
(3) Local163S-B-
(4) Loca1163S-C-
Blue CoDar employees
Recreation employees
Supervisory employees
White Collar employees
3
ARTICLE 2 UNION SECURITY
~ 1 -Dues Dedudion
A. The City shall deduct Union dues on the first pay date of each month
from thOlepaid on a bi-weeklybasis and on the secondpay date of each month .
from the wages of those employees who are paid on a weekly basis, and have
filed with the Director of Employee Relations an appropriate written
authorization and shall remit the same to the Union. The necessary
authorization forms shall be provided by the Union. The amount of Union
dues to be deducted from each employee's wages shall be certified to the
Director of Employee Relations by the Secrctary-Treasurerof the Union.
,.,
;
B. The total of all such dues deductions and representative cost deductions
shall be remitted each month to the designated financial officer of the Union
together with a list from whom such dues and representative costs have been
deducted.
C. Any change in the amount of Union dues to be deducted must be certified
by the Union in writing and be fOlWarded to the Director of Employee
Relations. Deductions of Union Dues at the new certified rate shall be made
by the City at the next regular pay period for the Union deductions, providing,
however, that the certification to the City is made at least two weeks prior to
such regular pay period for Union deductions. .
Sedioia 2 . AJr~v ShoD
A. This is an Agency Shop Agreement. It is understood that each employee
who is a member of the bargaining unit herein above defined, but is not a
member of the Union, shall be liable to contribute to said Union as
. representativecosts, an amount equivalentto Union dues as are from time to
time authorized, levied and co11cctcd from the general membership of the
Union in accordance with the provisions of Section 1 of this Article.
B. The City agrees to deduct an amount equal to the normal monthly dues
paid by Union members from the earnings of each said employee who is not
a Union member as their repreaentative costs and remit such amount to the
Union in the same manner as provided in Section 1 of this Article in regards
to Dues Deduction.
4
~n J -Ind nirlCation
The Union agrees to indemnify and shall promptly refund to the City any funds
received in accordance with this Article which were erroneously deducted.
,.,
Sedion ..
- Emolovee LBts
~
The City agrees to provide the Union with a list of existing bargaining unit
employees, and monthly thereafter, a list of all new City employees cov~
under this Agreement. This list shall include the employee's name, job title,
department of employment and home address, except that, upon an employee's
written request, the employee's address shall not be disclosed. The City shall
provide the Union with a copy of the employee's written reqUest.
Section 5 - Bulletin Boards
A. The Employer agrees to provide sufficient bulletin boards for the use of
the Union to post notices at each work installation.
B. The Employer agrees to post job notices on aU bulletin boards referred
to in A above and to forward a copy of the notice to the Union.
C. The Union agrees to send a notice of acknowledgement to the City
Bureau of Employee Relations upon ita rc:ceipt of a job posting notice.
Section It - Aecess to Premises
A. The Employer agrees to allow representatives of Loca1163S, including
the Business Agent, access to the premises of the Employer to discuss Union
matters with Union Officers, Stewards or members of the Unit, provided such
representatives do not unduly interfere with the performance of duties assigned
to such employees or disrupt the business operations of the Employer.
B. The Employer agrees to allow representatives of the International Union
and for AFSCME Council 66 to enter the premises of the Employer subject to
prior approval of the Labor Rel8tions Manager to discuss Union matters with
Union Officers, Stewards or. members of the Unit, provided such
representatives do not interfere with the performance of duties ~ssigned to the
employee or disrupt the business operations of the Employer.
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ARTICLE 3 HOURS OF WORK
Section I -Standard Work Week
For payroll purposes only, the standard work week shall begin with Sunday
and end on the following Saturday. ~
Sedion 2 - Work Dav ;
The work day shall coincide with the calendar day and shall consist of twenty-
four (24) hours beginning at midnight provided any shift which begins on or
after 8:00 P.M. will be considered part of the next calendar day.
Sedioa 3 - ReI!ular Hours or Work
A. The regular hours of work for Blue CoUar workers and for supervisors
and foremen who are in charge of substantially Blue Collar personnel shall not
exceed eight (8) hours in anyone work day and forty (40) hours in any
standard work week.
B. Except for the positions listed below, in specialized operations, the
regular hours of work for White Collar workers, supervisors and foremen who
are in charge of substantially. White COllar workers and members of the
Recreation Unit shall not exceed seven (7) hours in anyone work day and
thirty-five (3S) hours in any standard work week.
White Collar Titles scheduled for more than thirty-five (3S) hours per
week:
In the Office of Emergency Communications:
AU employcca except the clericaVsecretarial and the
Administrative Assistant
In the Bureau of Data Processing:
AU titles except Computer Programmer
In the Department of Community Development:
Property Conservation Inspector
Building Construction Inspector
Neighborhood Conservation Officer
Property Rehabilitation Specialist
Licensed Plumbing Inspector
Lead Licensed Plumbing Inspector
In the Rochester Public Library:
AU titles
6
C. Only those days which an employee may be scheduled to work and which
are to be paid at his. regular straight time rate shall be considered part of the.
employee's regular work schedule or regularly scheduled shift.
Section 4 - ReeuJarlv SehedllW Work Week
Except as otherwise provided in this Article, the regularly' scheduled work
week shall consist of five (S) consecutive days from Monday through Friday,
inclusive.
i
."
Section 5 - Consecutive Boun of Work
The regular houl'3 of work each day shall be consecutive except for:
1. Interruptions for lunch periods.
2. As otherwise provided for ccrtain employees in this
Agreement or as may be agreed to by the City and Union.
Employees who work under the incentive system whose work
shift ends upon the completion of an assigned route.
3.
Section 6 - Soecial Work Weeks
A. The City and the Union recognize their obligation to provide ccrt&in
services to the community on a continuous basis outside the regularly scheduled
work week established in Section 4 of this Article. To meet this need, the
parties agree that special work weeks can be scheduled in sc1cctcdpositions in
the following City operations:
1. DES-Security Guards
2. Police Department
3. Bureau of Recreation
4. Department of Community Development - Neighborhood
Conservation Officers only
Bureau of Parks
Public Market
Water Bureau-Water Production and Treatment
Bureau of Data Processing-One (1) Senior Computer
Operator
DES-Equipment Services-Two (2) Auto Aides
DES-Dispatchers
Officc of Emergency Communications-All Employees
Cemeteries
DES -Downtown Cleaning -one shift
.'
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
S.
6.
7.
8.
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B. Special work weeks shall consist of five (S) consecutive days of work
other than the regularly scheduled work week of Monday through Friday unless
othenvise provided. It is agreed that no action will be taken by the City
without first consulting with the Union as specified in Section 8 A of this
Article.
In addition, the Bureau of Rccreation may schedule special work weeks
of any five (S) consecutive days with the number of work hours varying from
not less than four (4) hours per day to not more than ten (10) hours per day.
Notwithstanding Article 3, Section 3 B., Article 4, Section 1 B. or any other
provision of this Agreement, Rccreation Bureau employees working such
special work weeks shall not be eligible for premium pay unless the number of
hours worked exceeds ten (10) in anyone day or thirty-five (3S) in anyone
week.
Special work weeks other than those set forth in this Section may be
established with the concurrence of the Union.
j
i
C. In making assignments to special work weeks, volunteers will first be
solicited. If the necessary number of employees does not volunteer, then
assignments will be made in order of inverse seniority among employees
capable of performing the work.
Sedion 7 - Postin2 of Work Sclaedules
Work schedules showing the employees' work weeks, work days, shifts and
hours shall be posted on all department bulletin boards at all times except in
those areas where the employees' work schedule remains unchanged.
Section 8 - Work Schedule Ch8n_es
A. The Employer reserves the right to designate and change the work
. schedules, weeks, days, hours and shifts of its employees. However, except
in operational emergencies, the Employer agrees to consult with the Union
prior to making any such changes. In addition, except in operational
emergencies, notice of not less than seven (1) calendar days after consultation
with the Union, shall be given to the Union and the employee or employees
involved, in writing, prior to changing the work schedule, work day, hours or
shift of any personnel covered by this Agreement. ,.
B. Notice of not less than forty-eight (48) hours shall be given prior to
changing or cancelling an employee'. scheduled shift when the shift would
otherwise be worked at premium pay, unless emergency conditions beyond the
control of the Employer make it impossible to perform the work.
'..
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Section 9 . Kelt Periods
.
A. All employccs' work schedules shall provide for a ten (10) minute R:St
period during each one-half (1/2) shift. The rat period shall be scheduled at
the middle of each half shift depending on the work situation. However, the
two, ten (10) minute periods are guaranteed. Rest periods and lunch periods
shall not be combined unless spccifica1ly authorized in writin& by the Bureau
Head.
..
B. Employees required to work at least two (2) hours beyond their R'guJar
quitting time into the next shift, shall ~ive a rest period(s) paid at the
overtime rate as follows:
1. Employees requested to work two (2) boun beyond their
regular quitting time into the next shift shall ~ive one (1),
ten (10) minute rest period, commencing at the start of the
next shift.
Employees requested to work four (4) hours beyond their
regular quitting time into the next shift shall ~ve a fifteen
(15) minute rest period prior to the start of the next shift, and
a ten (10) minute rest period during the middle of the four (4)
hour period.
TheR' shall be no paid rest periods for employees requested
to work less than two (2) hours beyond their R'gular quitting
time.
Employcc:a ~iving rest periods under provisions 1 and 2
above will not be entitled to any additional rest periods
during such overtime work.
2.
3.
4.
Section 10 . Lunch Period Po~
A. TheR' shall be a twenty (20) minute paid lunch period for aU penonnel
who aR' required by the Employer to remain at their work station or work site
during the course of the work day.
B. Where working conditions do not require continuous maintenance of a
work station or continued presence at the work site, lunch period shall be
unpaid and for a minimum of thirty (30) minutes duration as may be
determined by the Employer.
.'
c. The failuR' to take a twenty (2~) minute lunch period shall not entitle the
employee to additional compensation. The failure to take an unpaid lunch
period upon request of a supervisor shall be treated as overtime and governed
by general overtime regulations.
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~ 11 -C-n-ODTime
Department Heads shan grant clean-up time of ten (10) minutes where
appropriate, 'except for shop personnel in the Bureau of Equipment Services
and auto mechanics and aides, who shan be granted fifteen (IS) minutes of
clean-up time. ~
Section 12 - Six Dav Worken
A. The City and Union agree that the employees listed in Appendix B were
hired and assigned to the Mt. Hope Cemetery, Riverside Cemetery, Downtown
Refuse Collection and E-Z Pack Operations prior to July 1, 1970, and that
these employees are, therefore guaranteed six (6) days of work per week. The
sixth day of work shall be paid at the overtime rate of time and on~half.
B. Persons named on the list will continue to be guaranteed six days of work
until such time as they leave City employment or other arrangements are made
collectively by the Union and the City.
,
C. The parties also agree that this list is complete, and that all employees
and all titles not listed in the appendix list will be hired for a five (S) day work
week.
D. The provisions of A will expire if:
1. The employee is voluntarily transferred or promoted to a five (S)
day operation.
The employee is promoted within one of the six (6) day operations
to a job title not included in the list in Appendix B, in his
operation.
2.
Section 13 - Emolovee Address aDd Teleobone Number
It shall be the responsibility of an employee to keep his Department Head
informed of his current name, address and telephone number where he can be
notified of emergencies, changes in schedule, disciplinary actions, stand-byand
overtime assignments and other matten. The City shall have no obligation to
notify employees at home under any provision of this Agreement if an
employee fails to keep his Department Head so informed.
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ARTICLE 4 OVERTIME
Section I -Premium Pay
A
A. All time worked over eight (8) hours in a day or forty (40) hours in a
work week for Blue Collar Workers shall be paid at the rate of time and onc-
half.
B. All time worked over seven (7) hours in a day or thirty-five (35) hours
in a work week for White Collar workers and members of the Rccreation Unit
shall be paid at the rate of time and onc-half.
C. Hours worked before and after an employee's regularly scheduled shift
shall be paid at the rate of time and one>-half.
D. Hours worked after the employee has completed his scheduled work day
or scheduled work week during which the work was performed or credited at
straight time to the fullest extent allowed by subdivision A or B, whichever is
applicable, shall be paid at the rate of time and one>-h~.
E. If an employee is absent without pay any time during the work week, an
equal amount of time outside of his regularly scheduled work week will be paid
at straight time before he becomes eligible for premium time.
Section 2 - Refuse Collection
A. When Refuse Collection is delayed one (1) day because of a holiday, the
fifth scheduled day, which is then collected on Saturday, will be paid at time
and one>-half.
B. When' Refuse Collection is '(ielayed because of weather conditions or
equipment failure, the delayed work will be paid for at straight time regardless
of the day of the week in which the work is done.
Section 3 - Work Schedule Chsn2e5
Except during a local state of emergency declared by the Mayor in accordance
with Executive Law Section 24, no individual employee shall have his work
schedule or regular day off schedule changed for the purpose of avoiding
payment of ove~e. This provision shall not apply when the work schedule
has been changed in accordance with Article 3, Section 8 A. ,of this
Agreement.
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ARTICLE 5 REPORTING PAY AND SCHEDULING OF WORK
Section 1 -Tardiness
A. Reporting to work and being ready to work at the beginning of one's shift
is one of the essential responsibilities of employees. Occasional tardiness may
be excused by the Employer and the employee and the unit manager may agree
to decrease the length of breaks or to extend the workday to make up for tardy
time. Repeated and excessive tardiness shall be defined as follows: Four (4)
or more occurrences during a sixty (60) consecutive calendar day period of
reporting late for work.
.~
i
B. Penalties for violating the provisions of A above shall be as follows:
1. First Offense: Written Reprimand
2. Second Offense: Fine of one day's payor
loss of one vacation day
Fine of two days' payor
loss of two vacation days
Further disciplinary action
including termination.
Third Offense:3.
4. Further Offenses:
The levels of discipline stated above are permissive, and the Department Head
may consider extenuating circumstances and impose a.lesser penalty. If a
period of twelve (12) months expires from the date of an offense as defined
herein without the commission of an additional offense, the employee shall be
considered to be at the First Offense level in the event of any further offense.
C. If the employee reports for work after his regularly scheduled starting
time, he shall be assigned work only if:
1. The employee calls in at least fifteen (15) minutes prior to his
starting time and indicates his expected time of arrival, which must
be within one (1) hour of his starting time.
The supervisor informs him that work will be available. .
The employee arrives at the time he indicated to the supervisor.
If the employee is told that no work is available, his absence shall
be considered authorized.
An employee who does not meet the above conditions, but who does call
in, may be assigned work, at the discretion of his supervisor. If he is not
assigned work, he shall be deemed tardy.
2.
3.
4.
D. Nothing in this Article will relieve an employee of the responsibility to
re.port to work in sufficient time before the start of the work day so that he can
begin work at the start of his designated shift.
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E. In the event that a public or private transportation breakdown, act of
God, strike (except a strike or concerted action by members of the bargaining
unit) is responsible for an employee's failure to report for work as provided
above, then the employee will be excused, but not paid, for the time he has
missed. Per diem workers will be paid for the portion of the work they have
completed. Evidence of the transportation breakdown shall-be provided to the
employer, upon request, in order to excuse the tardiness.
\ F. The provisions of this Section will not apply if notice had been given that
no work is available.
Section 1 - Unreoorted Emolovee Absences
A. Except as otherwise provided, employees are required to report all
absences from work to a telephone number designated by the appropriate
division no later than the beginning of their regularly assigned starting time.
Employees failing to rqx>rt an absence as required will be subject to
disciplinary action as set forth in C below. Employees who report for work
within one (1) hour of their regularly assigned starting time shall not be
considered as having an unreported absence. Such -employee shall be
considered tardy.
B. The City and Union recognize that unreported employee absences cause
serious operational problems and place an undue burden upon fellow
employees. In order to keep these situations to an absolute minimum, the'
parties agree that unreported absences will resuh in disciplinary action as
prescribed in C.
t!
C. Penalties: Penalties for failing to report absences shall be as follows:
1. First Offense: Written Reprimand.
2. Second Offense: A three- (3) day suspension
without pay.
A five (5) day _ suspension
without pay.
Further disciplinary action
which may include tennination.
The levels of discipline stated above are pennissive, and the Department Head
may consider extenuating circumstances and impose a lesser penalty. If a
period of eighteen (18) months expires from the date of an offense as defined
herein without the co~sion of an additional offense, the employee shall
move back to the next lower level of offense'. Each additional continuous
eighteen (18) month period without an offense of unreported absence shall
move the employee back an additional level.
3. Third Offense:
4. Fourth Offense:
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Section 3 -Emoloyees en Overtime Shift
Employees scheduled to work an overtime shift will be subject to all attendance
roles as if it were a regular work shift.
~
Section 4 - ReoortiDa Pay for IacomDIete Shifts
If, because of inclement weather or other reasons, an employee is excused
from duty after the beginning of the shift by the Department Head or his
authorized representative, he shall be paid on~half (1/2) day's pay. If any part
of the day is worked, the employee shall be paid for the time actually worked,
but for no less than onc-half (1/2) day's pay. An employee so excused from
duty shall be allowed to use accroed personal, vacation or sick leave credits to
make up any difference for the hours provided for herein and his regularly
scheduled work day. Sick pay can only be used when all personal and vacation
credits have been exhausted.
i
Section.5
- Can Back Pay
A. Any employee who bas completed his regularly scheduled shift and who
has left the job site and who, subsequently, is called back for duty which is not
contiguous to his regularly scheduled shift and which is in addition to or
outside of his regularly scheduled shift as defined in Section 3 C. of Article 3,
and who presents himself for work as scheduled, shall be assigned at least four
(4) hours of work, unless previous notice has been given that no work is
available prior to reporting to work.
B. There shall be only one four (4) hour call back payment for each four (4)
hour period, regardless of the number of times an employee is called back
during such period. Employees will receive no more than eight (8) hours of
call back pay in any twenty-four (24) hour period, and in addition thereto, will
be paid for actual time worked over the eight (8) hour limit.
Section (»
-
Stand-by Pay
A. Any employee instructed to stand-by (be available by telephone) one or
more times during any twenty-four (24) hour period in which he has scheduled
work, shall be paid two (2) hours at his regular straight time rate for such
period. !'
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B. Any employee instructed to ltand-by one or more times during any
twenty-four (24) hour period in which he is not scheduled to work shall be paid
for four (4) hours at his regular straight time rate for such period.
1..
C. Employees on stand-by pay status punuant to this Section must remain
at home or, if they must leave their home, must notify a designated supervisor
of their whereabouts during the time when an employee is on ltand-by status.
..
D. In the event an employee on stand-by is ordered to work and Iq)Orta to
work, he shall be paid only one-half (112) of the stand-bypay to which he is
otherwise entitled. Employees covered by this provision .hall be paid at the
time and one-half rate only for the number of hours actually worked, and .hall
not be entitled to call-back pay in Section 5 above.
E. In the event an employee on stand-by cannot be contacted or is ordered
to work and does not report to work,he shall not be paid any stand-by pay and
will be subject to disciplinary action.
F. Employees functioning as Snow Inspecton during the winter months shall
not be eligible for stand-by pay.
Section 7 - Overtime Des-nations
A. Overtime will be designated into two categories: Scheduled and
Emergency. Scheduled _ overtime is that overtime for which notification is
given to the employee at least one (1) day in advance of the overtime.
Emergency overtime is that overtime which has-less than one (1) day advance
notice and is authorized by the Department Head or his authorized
representative.
B. An employee shall work scheduled or emergency overtime which he bas
accepted, unless the employee has a reason for not working such overtime
which would constitute an excusable reason for not working reguJarly
scheduled hours.
,~
~-
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~ I - DistributioD of Overtime
A. Overtime opportunities will be distributed equally among employees
working within the same job title and within the same City facility and bureau
who can do the work. Distribution of overtime opportunities shall be equalized
over each three (3) month period beginning on the first day of January, April,
July and October. Employees not wishing to be considered for overtime
opportunities under this subdivision may waive their rights under this Section,
in writing. Said waiver may be withdrawn in writing at any time. However,
there shall be no obligation to equalize overtime opportunities for such
employees during the quarter in which the waiver is submitted or withdrawn.
J.
B. Scheduled overtime shall be credited toward equalization of overtime
hours when the opportunity to work such scheduled overtime is offered to the
employee.
C. Emergency overtime opportunities will be credited toward equalization
of overtime hours. If an employee refuses emergency overtime such refusal
shall not be used in detennining the employee's eligibility for subsequent
,
overtime opportunities.
D. On each occasion, the opportunity to work scheduled overtime and,
whenever possible, the opportunity to work emergency overtime shall be
offered to the employee in the job title and within the same City facility and
bureau who can do the work and who has the least number of overtime hours
to his credit at that time, except that the City shall not have to recall an
employee when a unit employee in the same job title or a higher unit job title
in the same job series is on the job site and is willing to work the overtime.
If this employee is unable to work the overtime, the employee with the next
fewest overtime hqurs to' his credit will be offered the assignment. This
procedure shall .be followed until the required number of employees has been
scheduled for the overtime work.
E. When there is no volunteer for the required overtime work, whether
scheduled or emergency, the Employer shall choose the employee(s) needed to
do the work by selecting the least senior employee(s) within the same job title
capable of perfonning the work, except that the City shall not have to recall
an employee when a unit employee in the same job title is on duty. Overtime
assignOients of employees on the job site shall be rotated on the basis of inverse
order of seniority. Such employees shall be deemed to have been offered and
to have acCepted the overtime work. In the event there are two or more
employees with identical seniority, the employee with the least credited
overtime shall be assigned the work.
-,.
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F. A record of the overtime hours credited to each employee shall be
available to the Union upon request.
h
o. Where an entire classification of employees within the same City facility
and bureau is required to work overtime, all such employees notified shall be
deemed to have been offered and to have accepted the overtime work.
H. If any employee establishes that he did not receive overtime opportunities
to which he was entitled under the provisions of this Section, such employee
shall have preference to future overtime opportunities until such situation is
corrected.
I. Employees who are granted full Union release time pursuant to Article
21, Section 2 A. of this Agreement, will not be included in the distribution of
overtime, whether scheduled or emergency, as defined in this Section.
Section 9 -Shift Preference
Shift preference will be granted on the basis of seniority within the same job
title and the same division where a vacancy exists, provided the employee
submits a written request to his Department Head for a shift change.
Section 10 - Exceotions to Soecial Pay
The Employer shall not be required to pay reporting pay, call back pay, or
stand-by pay in the event that:
A. Strikes, work stoppages in connection with labor disputes, or
failure of utilities beyond the control of the Employer interfere with work being
provided, or
B. An employee is not put to work or is laid off after having been put
to work, either at his own request or due to his own fault.
Section II - Not a Guarantee
-t Nothing in this Agreement or in this Article shall be construed as a guarantee
of hours of work per day or per week when interruptions of normal City
operations are beyond the control of the City.
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Section 12 -Absence as Resumation
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article, any employee absent from
work without authorization for ten (10) consecutive work days shall be deemed
to have resigned from his position. This provision shall not apply to employees
who are in the process of changing from full pay to one-half pay sick leave
status.
A. The following days will be recognized and observed as paid holidays:
New Year's Day Labor Day
Martin Luther King Jr. Day Columbus Day
Lincoln's Birthday Veteran's Day
Washington's Birthday Thanksgiving Day
Good Friday Day after Thanksgiving
Memorial Day Christmas Day
Independence Day
ARTICLE , HOLIDAYS
Section1 -Holidavs. Reoo2nized and Observed
B. Employees otherwise scheduled to work on a day on which a holiday is
observed who are excused from work because of the holiday shall receive one
(1) day's holiday pay for each of the holidays listed above. I
C. Whenever any of the holidays listed above shall fall on a Saturday, the
preceding Friday shall be observed as the holiday, or as provided by law.
D. Whenever any of the holidays listed above shall fall on a Sunday, the
succeeding Monday shall be observed as the holiday, or as provided by law.
E. Whenever any of the holidays listed above is observed on a scheduled day
off, such day shall be paid at the employee's current daily rate or the employee
shall be given another day off in lieu thereof at the option of the Employer.
If the City elects to give the employee another day off in lieu of the holiday,
the City shall schedule such day off to fall within two (2) weeks after the
holiday. If another day off cannot be scheduled within such time, the
employee shall be paid for the holiday and shall not receive a day off in lieu
of the holiday.
f.
..
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F. The City Director of Employee Relations shall notify the Union of the
exact dates on which the above listed holidays shall be celebrated. This
notification shall be submitted to the Union before the beginning of each
contract year. In the event of a legal change of the date of celebrating a
holiday, the Union will be notified of such change as soon as possible.
G. Employees assigned to 24 hour/day operations in the Office of
Emergency Communications shall observe the following holidays on their
calendar dates:
Christmas Day
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Independence Day
Veteran's Day
December 2S
January 1
February 12
July 4
November 11
Section 2 -Elhdbilitv Reouirements
A. Employees shall be eligible for holiday pay under the following
conditions:
1.
2.
The employee would have been scheduled to work on such day, if
it had not been observed as a holiday. Any employee on approved
vacation or sick leave who would otherwise have been scheduled
to work on such day, shall be deemed to have met this condition.
For purposes of this Section, the term "approved vacation or sick
leave" does not include a leave for compensable injury or
occupational disease as provided by Article 10, Section 7.
The employee worked his full regularly scheduled work day
before and after the holiday, except where an employee on either
of such days is on an authorized sick day, vacation day or an
authorized emergency personal leave day as allowed by the terms
of this Agreement. An unpaid sick day must be verified by a
medical certificate of illness or injury to be deemed authorized
within the meaning of this Section.
B. No employee who is scheduled to work a holiday shall be'compensated
for that holiday if he fails to report to work and does not comply with the
reporting provisions of this Agreement.
.,
Section 3 - Work Assi2ned on Holidavs
Employees assigned by the Department Head, or his authorized representative,
to work on any of the holidays listed above in Section 1, shall be paid time and
one-half for all hours worked, in addition to their regular holiday pay.
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Section 4 -Hours for Overtime PurDOSes
For the purpose of computing overtime, each holiday shall be regarded as a
nonnal work day, provided the employee is paid holiday pay for that holiday.
ARTICLE 7 VACATIONS
Section 1 -Total Vacation Credits. Choice or Vacation Period
A. Vacation credits shall be granted in accordance with Section 5 and 6 of
this Article and may be accumulated only up to a maximum of two yean of
credits. The smallest unit of vacation credits which may be used shall be one-
half (1/2) day.
B. "Closed" periods are those periods designated by the Department Head
or his designated representative during which vacations may be denied. These
periods shall be established after consultation with the Union. All other
periods shall be considered as "Open" periods for purposes of requesting
vacation.
February 1 through March 1 of each year shall be designated by all
Departments as a "Vacation Selection PeriodIf for employees who wish to
submit vacation requests for the "Open" periods. Requests of this nature shall
be for periods of no less than five (5) consecutive work days. In the event of
conflicts over vacation requests received during this selection period, seniority
will prevail. Vacation requests made during the rest of the year shall be
granted within three (3) working days of the request provided that:
1. The period has not already been approved for another employee,
in which case the Employer may deny the request if the nature of
the work makes it necessary to limit the number of employees on
vacation during the same period.
The period is not declared as closed at the time such request is
made.
Vacation requests for five (5) working days or less are made in
writing at least five (5) working days prior to the date(s)
requested.
Vacation requests for more than five (5) days are made in writing
at least two (2) weeks prior to the date(s) requested.
In the event of conflicts over vacation requests received on the
same day, seniority will prevail.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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C. Any periods during which.. a City facility is not operated shall be
designated as periods during which the employees of such facilities must take
their vacations. These periods must be established prior to February 1 each
year and after consultation with the Union.
D. No vacation time shall be granted until earned, nor shall any employee
be allowed to use accumulated vacation leave during the first six (6) months of
employment. No employee who leaves the service of the City within the first
six (6) months of employment shall be compensated for vacation time.
E. Vacation choices and schedules shall be posted on all department and
bureau bulletin boards for examination.by the employees or Union Steward of
that unit.
F. Vacation pay shall be paid in advance of the start of the employee's
vacation period when the employee requests it at least one (1) week prior to the
last paycheck issued prior to the vacation period. Advance vacation pay shall
be for a minimum of five (5) days. Advance vacation pay' shall be included in
the last regular paycheck preceding the vacation.
G. In emergency situations, a Department Head, at his sole discretion, may
grant a request for an emergency vacation pay advance. In such situations,
notice of at least one (1) working day is required.
H. Vacation pay shall be paid on th~ basis of the employee's regularly
scheduled work day at his regular straight time rate of pay in effect at the time
of use.
Section 2 - Holidav Durin2 Vacation Period
If a holiday occurs during the calendar week in which a vacation is taken by
the employee, the employee shall receive the holiday pay in lieu of the vacation
pay for that day.
Section 3 -Work DurmS! V MCation Period
A. Employees who have their vacation cancelled by the City within two (2)
months of their scheduled vacation time shall be paid at a rate of time and one-
half for time worked during the cancelled vacation. The actual vacation shall
be rescheduled at a time agreeable to the City and the employee.
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SERVICE TIME ACCUMULATION ANNUAL ACCRUAL
Less than 2. years 10/12 days per month 2 weeks (10 working days)
2 full years but less
than 15 years 15/12 days per month 3 weeks (15 working days)
15 full years 20/12 days per month 4 weeks (20 working days)
16 full years 21/12 days per month 4 wIes, 1 day (21 working
days)
17 full years 22/12 days per month 4 wks, 2 days (22 working
days)
18 full years 23/12 days per month 4 wks, 3 days (23 working
days)
19 full years 24/12 days per month 4 wks, 4 days (24 working
days)
20 full years or more 25/12 days per month 5 weeks (25 working days)
B. Provisions as set forth in subdivision A above shall not apply when,
because of an emergency declared by the Mayor, vacations and time off are
cancelled for all employees. Employees on vacation shall not be recalled.
Section 4 . Vacatioa Ri2hts in Cue of Seoaration. Dftathor Lavoff
(Termination Pav)
A. Any full-time employee who is laid off, retired or separated from the
service of the Employer for any reason, prior to taking his vacation, and who
gives at least two (2) weeks notice to the City of his resignation or retirement,
shall be compensated in cash for the unused portions he has accumulated at the
time of separation. However, no more than fifty (SO) days unused vacation
credit may be paid.
B. In the case of the death of an employee, such payment shall be made to
his estate, and shall not exceed two (2) years of accruals.
SectionS.V~tion~h~We
All employees shall accroc vacation on the following basis unless othelWise
provided: .
Vacation accruals commence after one calendar month of full-time employment
and monthly thereafter.
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~D it . E-nDlovee5GuaraDteed Six (6) Dav Work Week
city employees designated by name in this Agreement (See Appendix B) who
are guaranteed a six (6) day work week because of employment in their present
positions on or before July 1. 1970 shall be allowed vacation aCC?rualsas
follows:
SERVICE TIME ACCUMULATION ANNUAL ACCRUAL
IS full years but 24/12 days per month 4 weeks. 4 days (24
less than 20 years working days)
20 full years or more 26/12 days per month S weeks. 1 day
(26 working days)
ARTICLE 8 SICK LEAVE
SectioD1 -Allowance
A. Employccs. by their service for the Employer. earn and accrue sick leave
benefits to be used by them to have adequate income in the event of illncss or
injury .
B. Any employee contracting or incurring any non-service conncctcd
sickness or disability which renders such employee unable to perform the duties
of his employment. or who must make medical or dental visits which cannot
be scheduled during non-working hours as a result of any illness or injury.
shall receive sick leave with pay to the extent allowed by this Article.
C. Employccs shall be eligible to utilize accrued sick leave after thirty (30)
days of service with the Employer.
D. An employee requesting a sick day must report his absence. nature of
illness. and the expected date of return no later than his regular starting time
to a phone number or supervisor specified by the Employer. If the employee
is unable to report back to work as indicated. he shall so advise the Employer
in accordance with this Section. This requirement will be waived by the
Division Head when notice could not be given as set forth above due to
circumstances beyond the control of the employee.
E. Employees assigned to work overtime outside of their own department
cannot use sick leave cmlits during the same calendar day in which the
premium pay is requested.
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F. Employees in the DepartmCilt of Environmental Services/Bureau of
Operations who, due to the nature of their snow control work, are scheduled
for a sixth day of work on a seasonal basis shall be allowed to use accrued sick
leave when ill or injured on the scheduled sixth day. Such sick leave will be
paid at the employee's regular rate of pay. Nothing in this sub-section shall
relieve employees of their obligations under any other provisions of this
Article.
Sedioa2 - ~um...tioa
A. Employees shall start to earn sick leave from their date of hire and they
shall accumulate sick leave as long as they are actively working in the service
of the Employer or on an authorized paid leave at the rate of one (1) day per
month, or twelve (12) days per year, up to a total of onc-hundred-cighty (180)
days.
B. All lick leave accnWs will be on a calendar monthbasis.
c. Any employee who is absent for four (4) days or more without
authorization any time during. calendar month shall not accrue sick leave
credits for that month. Authorized absence without pay shall not be considered
an unauthorized absence for the purpose of this Section provided that such
authorized absence ~thout pay is accompanied by a valid doctor's certificate
which shall be presc:ntcd by the employee to the Employer.
D. An empl9Yce who is disciplined for unreported absence, as defined in
Article S, Section 2, may. be denied his sick leave accrual for the following
month by his Department Head.
Sedion J - Reauiremeat for Doctor's CertUlCateand Retumiu to Work
A. An employee will be Rquired to produce a doctor's certificate upon
returning to work, after using three (3) or more consecutive work days of
sickness or injury leave. The certificate shall include the dates the employee
was disabled, the dates of treatment, the diagnosis and a statement that the
employee is medically capable of performing all of their job duties. The City
shan. have the right to substantiate the validity of an employee's claim to
sickness.
B. An employee who fails to produce a doctor's certificate upon returning
to work, or Within three (3) working days of returning to wOrk, shall forfeit
sick and injury leave pay for the period he did not work during such sickness
or injury.
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C. If an employee has already n:ceived sick leave pay to which he was not
entitled, such pay shall be deducted from his next regular paychecks, and sick
leave credits used shall be reinstated.
D. Any employee returning to work from a work-related injury involving
time lost from work must present a statement to the Employer from his treating
physician which identifies the nature of the injury and includes a clear
statement that the employee is physically capable of performing all of his job
duties. No employee will be allowed to return to work who has failed to
provide this statement. At the sole discretion of the Employer, the employee
may be required to be examined by a physician of the Employer's choice to
confinn the employee's ability to perform all of the functions of his position.
Such examination shall be performed at the City's expense and shall be
performed prior to allowing the employee to return to work. Any dispute
arising out of the implementation of this provision may be processed by the
Union as a grievance at the 3rd step of the Grievance Procedure.
E. (1) Any employee returning to work from a prolonged illness of more
than thirty (30) days must present to his supervisor a statement from his
treating physician which confinns that the employee is physically capable
of returning to his regular job duties. No employee will be allowed to
return to work who has failed to present such physician's statement.
(2) Any employee returning to work from one-half pay sick leave status
must present to his supervisor a statement from his treating physician
which confums that the employee is physically capable of returning to his
regular job duties. No employee will be allowed to return to work who
has failed to present such physicians's statement.
1. An employee sent to a City Physician for confinnation of his fitness
to return to work shall be allowed to use accrued leave for the time
between the date his physician stated he was fit to perform all of his job
duties and the confinnation by the City's physician. In the event the
employee has no accrued leave or has less than ten (10) days accrued
leave, he shall be paid his regular rate of pay after ten (10) working days
from his physician's return to work date and until the report from the
City's physician. If the employee is determined to be fit for duty by the
City's physician, any accrued leave used shall be returned to the
employee's time banks. If the employee is determined not to be fit for
duty by the City's physician, the paid leave shall cease and the employee
shall reimburse the City for any money paid.
2. To qualify under this subsection, an employee must deliver his
doctor's statement to the City within one day of his receipt of the
statement.
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3. The City shaD notify the employee of the termination of any unpaid
leave, a minimum of sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of that leave
period.
G. Any employee out ill for ten (10) consecutivecalcndar days shall provide
his Department Head with a doctor's verification of illness. Such verification
shall be submitted every thirty (30) consecutive calendar days thereafter.
Section 4 - IDiured or Partiallv Disabled EmDlovees
A. If a Department has reason to believe that an employee cannot perform
his duties in a satisfactory manner due to a disability, the Department shall so
notify the Safety Office.
B. The City Safety Office shall schedule an examination for such employee
with a physician designated by the City. The cost of the examination shall be
borne by the City.
C. Unless, in the opinion of the Department Head, the employee presents a
potential hazard to himself, others or property, the employee shall remain on
active duty until the results of the examination are available. If in the
Department Head's judgement, the employee's presence on the job presents a
potential hazard to himself, others or property, the employee will be placed on
leave and may use accrocd paid leave credits.
D. An employee placed on leave pursuant to subdivision C, who is
subsequently medically certified as being capable of performing all of his
regular job duties shall be returned to active duty. Paid leave credits used by
the employee during such period shall be restored for the period that the
employee was capable of performing all of his regular duties, subject to
verification by the City Physician.
E. If the employee is medically certified as being incapable of performing
all of his regular job duties, the City will attempt to transfer the employee into
an equal or lower paying vacant position which the employee is medically
capable of performing and for which he qualifies.
F. If no such vacancy exists, the employee will be allowed to bump into an
equal or lower paying position providing the employee has the necessary
seniority, qualifies for the title and is capable of performing the required job
duties.
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G. If the employee refuses or does not qualify for transfer or bumping, the
City will offer the employee a layoff, with recall rights upon certification by
a physician appointed by the City that the employee is medically capable of
perfonning all of the job duties.
H. If the employee refuses any of the above options, the City will terminate
the employee.
Sedion 5 - w.~ sa Leaveat One-Half'r.v
A. Employees who arc absent due to an ex1cndcd illness, defined as an
illness requiring absence from work for more than ~ consecutive work
days, may utilize vacation and pcrsonallcave upon exhaustion of all accrued
sick leave.
B. Extended leave at onc.-half (1/2) pay shall be authorized after sick leave
accruals, unused vacation days and penona1leave days have been exhausted
with the approval of the Department Head and Employee Relations Director.
Such leave shall be granted only on the basis of a doctor'. certificate, clearly
stating the nature and expected length of disability. Said doctor's certificate
is to be filed with the Department Head within seven (7) calendar days of the
employee exhausting all full pay accruals. 1bc extended sick leave will be
retroactive to the date of eligibility.
C. Eligibility: Extended sick leave at onc.-half (112) pay shall be granted to
employees with a minimum of one ycar of continuous 1CI'Vicc.This benefit can
only be used once every 12 months no matter how short the duration of one.-
half (1/2) pay is used.
D. Initial Allowances: Based upon ycars of service to the City, employees
will have the following allowances of extended lick leave at one-half (112) pay
for each of the service time periods indicated:
One full ycar but less than three ycars - 30 working days;
Three full years but less than six years - 60 working days;
Six full years or more - 90 working days.
Service time must be continuous years of service with the City of Rochester.
0'.
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IE. Addi&iom1lA.llo~: Hfan <employ~ utilizes any amount of extended
Gtm =ve mo~ (112) pay, !hiewill ~ ret'lccumultlting the allo'WlJrnce
acooll'dmrg~ ~ oohedu1e DnGubdivfu1nofi1C fl{Jif he were a new employee.
1HIo~eIl', IlB1<eImlJ?loy~will ~ ooy unW3ed allOWUlce previously
QCCumm~. ~ aJl~ anndtilddIiboMltillowmnceaprovided in thiIJ
GubdiviBiounGImcl!~ ~ cwnW&liiveood in 00 <went Dhcllthe total allowuce
eItceOO \!h@ ~UDIIW lillnwwnce D<61folitJll furn GubdivWionC. An employee'a
elitgnb~ ]foX'~ool ~ will be cclcWllted from the day he resumea
womm~ afNtwoovmg bat wed e~ Gm ~ve at one-half (112) plY.
JF. IEmployeetlS3!Wl~e the following fri.ntie benefittl while on one-half
(112) ply Gick~ve: JPleMion,]Slue CroaamluneShield, Medk8l and Hoapital
~&z and Life ][nn~. '1I'ITteRDMll b@00 llCCnW of vacation, sick or
~rnoMl ~ve while on oJrne-hQ}f(1/2) ply nick ~ve.
~.() D_~ lU~ §~ lIAr1'i7~
A. Hfrum~loy<= wild1one full YeD.fof continuoua cervice or more is ill for
n prolol!l~ pmod GJ.ndwee aU hia pnid bve ~, including tho~
nUo~ ~ d1WAfiicle, the emp!oyee ohnl1 b@f.P'Mted flI1extealdedl
~ Gm ~v@ ~ to e1t~ ubtty (~) additional 'Worlcing daya fOf £looh
e~ ~c. The emp~yee ahall receive 1110mnge benefits while on B\!Ch
~ve.
~. ~ <employee£IRWlpresent to the JEmployel!'within three (3) worlcing
dayuaftezr~ ~giMing of the pmod for much the employee is requesting
~ tmjpOidnick ~ve, Q doctor'£! ~ I3etting forth the Mture of
e~ iUm:mJand ~ti.rnated dumUoIl1of Goohe~ illness.
c. A.1nemployee, in acooxduce with mUowan~ as ~ fof/th in A &bove, is
entUlOOto only one emended unpaid Dick lemve not to e1tCeed !\limy (~)
worlring ckYt!during emch four (~) Ye&!'Iof cominuoua £\emce.
~m ~ D ~fiv~ ~ 4J)fr§r.m ~
A. ~8ive U!e of sick letlve ill defined as four (~) incidents of sick leave,
whether pU.d or unpaid, in B thrIee (3) collUlOOuUvemolmdlpried. An incident
WdeMed ru3Ol!r£or mo~ conrecutive dmyuof £IWKlemvearising from the mme
~D OJ!'two ~ u~ of 0ick~ve of!es~tMn one ~hifteach, bw ~
thmn0100(1) oowr. ~ for e1tceesiveuse of £1mbve £!nwlbe flmfol!owm:
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First Offense:
Second Offense:
Fourth Offense:
Written Reprimand
Three (3) Day suspension without pay, or
a fine of one day's pay, or loss of one vacation day
Five (5) Day suspension without pay, or
a fine of two days' pay, or loss of two vacation days
Further disciplinary action which may include
tennination.
Third Offense:
B. The levels of discipline stated above are pennissive, and the Department
Head may consider extenuating circumstances and impose a lesser penalty.
c. If a period of one year expires from the date of an offense as defined
herein without the commission of an additional offense, the employee shall be
considered to be at the First Offense level in the event of any further offense.
D. Upon prior certification by a physician that an employee must be under
continual medical attention for an illness which requires that employee to use
sick leave, such sick leave related to that illness shall not be an'incident under
this Section provided that the employee submits a physician's statement to his
Department Head that he was undergoing such continual medical attention at
the time he used sick leave. A certificate must be submitted each time the
employee uses sick leave. The certificate must be presented to the supervisor
upon return to work, except that in unusual circumstances, where the employee
is under the direction of a physician to be absent from work due to treatment
or self administered prescription medication, the certificate, specifying the
specifics of the situation, may be presented within five working days of the
return to work. In the event the employee does not submit the medical
certification, the sick leave will be covered by this Section.
ARTICLE 9 UNPAID LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 1 -E1i2ibilitv
An employee may submit a written request to his appointing officer for an
unpaid leave of absence not to exceed one year. Approval of this request shall
be at the sole discretion of the appointing officer.
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Section 2 -Beoerats
A. Employees will retain but not accrue seniority, sick leave, vacation leave,
and persona1leave while on any leave of absence granted under Article 9. All
other benefits shall be discontinued except that if such leave is granted because
of a temporary disability, certified by a physician prior to the request for
leave, Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage and life insurance coverage (as
provided in Article 12 of this Agreement) shall continue for the length of the
disability but in no event longer than the granted leave of absence. Any
employee liable to contribute to Health Insurance who is in arrears of such
contribution for a period of more than two (2) months shall lose their Health
and Life Insurance coverage.
t,
..
B. Employees shall be returned in the same title they held at the time the
leave of absence was approved provided the employee furnishes the City two
(2) weeks notice of the exact day of return. Employees who return from an
unpaid leave of absence shall not necessarily be returned to the same job
assignment.
s.riinn 3 - Other Emolovment
A leave of absence for employment with other than the City of Rochester, shall
not be approved except for Union business as set forth in Article 9, Section S.
Section 4 - Aoolication for Leaves
A. Any request for an unpaid leave of absence shall be submitted in writing
by the employee to his Department Head. The request shall state the reason
the leave of absence is being requested and the length of time off the employee
desires.
B. Authorization for an unpaid leave of absence shall be furnished to the
employee in writing by his Department Head with a copy to be sent to the
Union by the Department Head.
C. Requests for immediate unpaid leaves not to exceed ten (10) working
days because of a special emergency shall be answered within twenty-four (24)
hours of the receipt of the request by the Department Head.
D. Upon receipt by the Department Head of a request for an unpaid leave
of absence such request shall be answered within ten (10) working days.
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E. In the event that the Department Head fails to comply with the time limits
as set forth in subdivision D above, the request for such leave shall be dccmcd
to be granted. This provision shall not apply to requests that do not conform
to the requirements set forth in Section 4 A. of this Article.
~n 5 - UnionBusmess
A. Employees elected to any Union office or selected by the Union to do
work which takes them from their employment with the Employer shall, at the
written request of the Union, be granted an unpaid leave of absence. The leave
of absence shall not exceed one (1) year. This leave shall not be denied.
B. Members of the Union selected by the Union to participate in any other
Union activity shall be granted an unpaid leave of absence at the request of the
Union. An unpaid leave of absence for such Union activity shall not exceed
one (1) month but it may be renewed or extended for a similar period of time
upon the request of the Union.
C. This Section shall apply to no more than one (1) employee at anyone
period of time.
Semon it - Educational Leaves
, ,
A. After completing one (1) year of service, any employee, upon written
request to his Department Head, may be granted a leave of absence for
educational purposes, at the sole discretion of the Department Head. The
period of the leave of absence may not exceed one (1) year.
B. There shall be'a minimum of three (3) years between the end of such
leave of absence with extensions and the granting of a new leave of absence.
C. Employees may also be granted leaves of absence for educational
purposes not to exceed one (1) month in anyone (1) calendar year to attend
conferences, seminars, briefing sessions or other functions of a similar nature
that are intended to improve or upgrade the individual's skill or professional
ability, as it applies to his position in City employment.
Semon 7 Famnv Medical Leave Ad lFMLA)
A. Request for Leaves of Absence under the Family Medical ~ve Act shall
be submitted to the appropriate appointing authority at least two weeks in
advance of the start of the leave, where possible. The Employer shall design
and provide the request form.
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B. For purposes of an FMLA Leave, "year" is defined as a rolling 12
months measured backward from the date leave is taken and continuous with
each additional leave day taken.
c. All absence due to illness of three (3) or morc consecutive work days
shall be considered as leave under FMLA.
D. Paid leave utilizing sick leave accumulation first, then vacation and
pcrsonallcave shall substitute for and precede any unpaid leave under FMLA
where the employees illness is the cause of the leave.
E. Paid leave utilizing vacation and persona1leave banks, and up to five (5)
sick days per year will be substituted for and precede the granting of unpaid
,
leave in cases where the reason for the FMLA leave shall be other than the
employee's illness.
F. Medical certification shall be required for employee illnesses and/or
illness of covered family members. Medical certification shall be designed by
the Employer with copies made available to all unit members.
G. While on an unpaid leave of absence under the FMLA the employee shall
not accrue any other benefit not specifically required by the FMLA. While on
an approved FMLA leave the employee shall maintain existing medical, dental
and life insurance, as contained in Article 12 and 13 of this Agreement, and
the employee shall continue to make required contributions to premiums.
H. FMLA leave will run concurrently with all approved absences permitted
under this Agreement.
ARTICLE 10 PAID LEAVES
Section 1 -Death in Familv
In the event of death in the family of an employee (spouse, parents, children,
sisters, brothers, grandparents, grandchildren, father-in-law, mother-in-law,
brother-in-law, sister-in-law) or any. relatives residing in the employee's
household, the employee will be allowed up to four (4)
consecutive work days leave of absence, from the date of death, with pay, to
make household arrangements, arrangements for the funeral or to attend the
funeral services. Notice of death shall be furnished to the Employer by the
employee upon request.
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Section 2 -Personal Leave
A. Employees covered by this Agreement shall receive personal leave days
upon request in accordance with this Section.
B. On the first day of the first full payroll period after January 1 of each
year, each employee who has been employed for one (1) or more continuous
years shall be credited with four (4) days of personal leave. Employees
continuously employed for less _ than one year on January 1 will receive
personal leave as follows:
Employees hired on or prior to April 1 of the previous year will be
credited with four (4) personal days. Employees hired after April 1, but
on or prior to October 1 of the previous year, will be credited with two
(2) personal days. Employees on unpaid status or in any other
employment status which does not allow for the accrual of personal leave
during all or any part of the preceding calendar year shall receive the pro
rata amount of personal leave to which such employee would otherwise
be entitled.
C. Personal leave is to be used for personal business that cannot be done
outside of the employee's workday. Except in urgent emergencies, employees
must request personal leave at least two (2) working days in advance from an
authorized supervisor. Employees requesting personal leave with less than two
(2) working days notice must state the purpose of the leave. Personal leave
shall not be unduly denied. However, Bureau or Division Heads shall have the
right to limit the number of employees on personal leave according to City
work requirements.
D. Personal leave may not be taken for less than one hour.
E. On the first day of the first payroll period after January 1 of each year
all unused personal leave will be converted to sick leave. This provision is not
intended to increase the maximum sick leave accruals set forth in Article 8,
Section 2.
In lieu of receiving full future accruals of personal leave as provided in
this Section, employees may elect to receive payment for up to four (4) full
days, in whole days, of personal leave at one hundred percent of their base rate
of pay as of the December 30 preceding the time of accrual. Employees so
electing will not be credited with the number of personal leave days for which
payment is elected. The option to elect payment in lieu of personal days will
be made in advance as prescribed by the City with payment to be not later than
one month after the time when personal leave accrual would otherwise be
made.
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F. Personal leave cannot be taken the day before or after any holiday
covered by this Agreement; except in the case of an emergency approved by
the Department Head or his authorized representative.
Section 3 - Jurv Dutv
.,
A. Employees shall 'be granted a leave of absence with pay when they are
required to report for jury duty or jury service. An employee must notify his
immediate supervisor no later than his first scheduled shift following receipt of
a notice of selection for jury duty or examination, and must provide proof of
the necessity of such service to his Department Head.
B. Employees are required to work all available reasonable hours outside of
those actually required for jury duty, or jury duty examination in accordance
with the employee's regular work schedule. Employees must request telephone
alert to the extent allowed by the Commissioner of Jurors or the Court.
C. The City shall have the right to seek a waiver from jury duty for the
employee. Employees exempted from jury duty must accept the exemption or
shall not be paid by the City for such time.
D. An employee on jury duty shall receive his regular pay less the allowance
paid to jurors.
Section 4 - Civic Dutv
Employees subpoenaed to appear before a court or other public body on any
matter not related to their work, and in which they are not personally involved
as a plaintiff or defendant, shall be granted leave with pay for the period
necessary. Proof of such requirement may be required by the Department
Head.
Section S - Civil Service Examination
Employees shall be allowed time off at straight time pay to take open
competitive and promotional examinations given by the City of Rochester
Municipal Civil Service Commission for City positions within their career
ladder. However, no employee shall be denied the right to use accrued leave
time or time off without pay for the purpose of taking Civil Service
examinations outside the scope of his career ladder, except in case of
operational emergencies. The employee shall inform the Division Head or his
designee as soon as possible of the need for such time off.
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Section (»-Militan Service Leave
A. Any employee who is a member of a reserve force of the United States -
or this State and who is ordered by the appropriate authorities to attend a
training program or perfonn other duties under the supervision of the United
States or this State shall be granted a leave of absence during the period of
such activity with no loss of time or pay not to exceed thirty (30) days or
twenty-two (22) work days per calendar year as provided by law. In the case
of a declared state of emergency, military service leave may be extended for
an additional period not to exceed ten (10) calendar days per year, provided the
employee provides a copy of his military orders.
B. The employee shall provide to the Employer a copy of the employee's
military authorization at least two (2) weeks prior to going on such leave in the
event of scheduled military duty or upon return to work in the event of
emergency military duty. Proof of attendance must be submitted upon return
to work.
Section 7 - Leave for Comoensable Iniun or OccuDational Disease
A. The Employer shall provide New York State Worker's Compensation
coverage for employees.
B. Any employee who is unable to perfonn the duties of his employment due
to a compensable injury or occupational disease, as defmed in the Worker's
Compensation Law, received or contracted in the service of the Employer, and
who receives Worker's Compensation benefits, shall receive a leave for
compensable injury or occupational disease in accordance with Section 71 of
the Civil Service Law.
C. Pay for leave for compensable injury or occupational disease shall be in
accordance with the following:
1. The employee shall use accrued sick leave for the first five (5) days.
Vacation and Personal leave may be used after the exhaustion of
sick leave. When the Worker's Compensation Board detennines
that coverage exists back to the first day, an amount of leave shall
be returned to the employee's time banks equal to the compensation
rate.
2. Beginning with the sixth (6th) work day not worked, due to a
compensable injury, the employee shall receive a supplemental pay
which shall be 80% of the difference between his regular pay and
any Worker's Compensation benefits the employee receives. The
supplemental pay shall be deducted from and shall not exceed the
employee's leave accruals.
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3. If the employee remains unable to perfonn the duties of his
position, and has utilized all of his accrued leave, the employee may
apply for one-half (112) sick pay to be utilized to continue
supplementalpay. One-half (112) pay leave for supplementalpay
purposes shall be granted if:
a. The employee complies with the provisions of Article
8, Section 5, A., and
The employee is eligible for one-half pay sick leave.b.
ARTICLE 11 WAGES
Section 1 -Wue Adiustments
Effective July 1, 1994 an increase in the wage schedule of 2.25%
Effective July 1, 1995 an increase in the wage schedule of 2.25%
Effective July 1, 1996 an increase in the wage schedule of 2.5%
Effective July 1, 1997 an increase in the wage schedule of 3 %
Section 2 -Salan Steo hacreases
A. Employees who are not at the top step of their salary bracket shall
receive step increases in accordance with the following:
1. Employees who have at least four (4) months of service in the same
bracket as of January 1, 1995, January 1, 1996, January 1, 1997, or
January 1, 1998 will receive a one (1) step increase effective on the first
day ofthe first payroll period after January 1, 1995, or January 1, 1996,
or January 1, 1997, or January 1, 1998, unless their appointing officer,
upon evaluation of the employee, detennines that the employee should
not receive a salary step increase at that time. An appointing officer may
deny a salary step increase only on the basis of (a) poor work
perfonnance, or (b) poor attendance. A denial of a salary step increase
may be grieved under the procedures set forth in Article 18.
2. The salary and wage schedules for full-time employees hired on or
after August 1, 1983, will contain two additional steps in each bracket.
The first of such steps shall be six percent (6%) lower than Step 1 and
the second of such steps shall be three percent (3%) lower than Step 1.
Thereafter, full-time employees hired on or after August 1, 1983 will
remain employed in salary and wage schedules containing such additional
two steps. Employees hired in bargaining unit positions prior to August
1, 1983 will remain in salary and wage schedules not containing such two
additional steps for as long as they are so continuously employed by the
City.
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B. When an employee is promoted to a higher wage bracket, the employee
shall be placed in the step of the higher bracket which shall result in a higher
wage than that to which the employee was entitled prior to the promotion, and
with no loss of pay taking into consideration step increases. When an
employee is demoted to a lower wage bracket, the employee shall remain at
the same step at which the employee was employed prior to the demotion,
unless the appointing authority places the demoted employee at a higher step
within the lower bracket.
C. When the City proposes to change the job specifications for a title in the
bargaining unit, or when the City proposes to create a new title which would
be in the bargaining unit, the City shall inform the Union in writing at least ten
(10) days prior to official adoption of such proposal and upon request of the
Union, the City shall consult with the Union on such proposal, prior to
adoption.
Section 3 - Lon2evitv Service Pav
A. Employees in the bargaining unit will receive annual longevity payments
based on their adjusted hire date according to the following schedule:
5 Years $25
10 Years $100
15 Years $200
20 Years $300
25 Years $400
B. Method of Payment: Longevity payments shall be applied by adding said
payments to the employee's weekly or bi-weekly paychecks, whichever is
applicable, in the following manner:
1. Employees shall be eligible for longevity payments upon the
anniversary date of their employment which shall occur at the
completion of the 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th and 25th year of service.
Longevity payments shall commence in the first full payroll period
of the month following the month in which the anniversary falls.
2.
Section 4 - Pav Period .
A. The salaries and wages of employees shall be paid on the same day each
pay period. In the event this day is a holiday, the preceding day shall be the
pay day.
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B. The day of payment of salaries ar~dwages may be subject to change by
the Employer upon giving of no less than sixty (60) days notice, after prior
consultation with the Union.
Section S - Out-of-title Pay
An employee designated by his Department Head or authorized representative
to work out-of-title shall receive for the duration of such out-of-title work, the
rate of pay he would receive if regularly promoted to the title, provided,
however, that out-of-title shall not be extended where such work is for a period
of time less than one full day. Out-of-title pay is not intended for employees
being trained for a higher job classification while being trained and supervised
within a City-approved training program.
Section 6 - P~v Rates & Resmlationfor Per Diem Emolovees
A. Per diem employees in refuse collection who are assigned extra work in
addition to their normal route, will be paid for the proportion of the extra route
that they are assigned: e.g. 1/4 route, 1/2 route, 3/4 route, full route.
B. Per diem employees 'in refuse collection will cont4tue to perform their
work under the Incentive System which permits their release from work by
their supervisors upon satisfactory completion of their day's assigned work.
C. An Environmental Service Operator I will be responsible for performing
routine daily maintenance before and after operating his vehicle on his route.
This vehicle maintenance will be considered as part of the normal work day of
these employees.
D. If there are delays beyond the control of the per diem worker, and their
work day extends beyond eight (8) hours, they will receive overtime pay at the
premium rate. Such delays shall include, but not be limited to, truck
breakdown, snow storms, etc.
E. If it is necessary for the driver of a vehicle to take the vehicle to the
appropriate maintenance garage for repair, the driver will remain with the
vehicle if it is reasonably expected that ~he repairs will take less than one hour.
The driver will be released from the vehicle if the repairs are reasonably
expected to take longer than one hour. The authoIjzed City
representative/designee at the appropriate maintenance garage will determine
the expected repair time for each vehicle, and the driver will report to this
individual when he takes the vehicle to the appropriate maintenance garage.
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F. Per diem employees who are assigned to an hourly work crew, shall be
paid at the rate of 1I8th of a day's pay for each hour worked.
Section 7 - Calculation of Salaried Emolovee Pay Rates
The hourly rate of salaried employees shall be determined by dividing the basic
annual rate of compensation by the product of the regular hours per work week
multiplied by fifty-two (52).
Section 8 - Tool Allowance
Employees of the Bureau of Equipment S~rvices who have completed 12
months in positions in which they are required to provide their own tools shall
receive reimbursement for the purchase of tools used in the performance of
their job, up to a maximum of $200 per year. Reimbursement for tool
purchases shall be made in January; in accordance with the following
procedures:
1. Employees shall submit receipts for the preceding calendar year,
with a completed claim voucher, to the Aeet Manager no later than
January 15 of each year.
2. Receipts must be originals and shall include the printed name of the
seller, a description of the item purchased (i.e. tool name and/or
description), and the date of sale.
Section 9 - Educational Reimbursement
The educational (tuition) reimbursement program shall be continued consistent
with City Personnel Policy number 4540.
Section 10 - Shift Differential
A. A shift differential of $.20 per hour shall be paid to eligible employees
effective the first full pay period in August 1987.
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a. Eligible employees shall be those who work a shift other than the day
shift in the following operations:
1. Department of Environmental Services-Security.
2. Department of FinancelData Processing-Computer Operators.
3. Public Safety Administration-Police Department and Office of
Emergency Communications, First, Third and Fourth Platoons.
4. Department of Environmental Services-Dispatchers, Equipment
Services, Water Distribution, Special Services including CaD Refuse
Collection, Operations Snow and Ice Control (W'mter), Cleaners assigned
to City Hall, and employees in Upland Water.
5. Rochester Public Library-Cleaners.
Section 11 - Flexible Soendin2 Aeoount
The employer shall make available to all members a Flexible Spending
Account program to permit payroll deduction of p~tax dollars for limited
purposes, approved by the Internal Revenue Codes. The design, method of
administration and choice of administrator shall be at the sole discretion of the
Employer. Unless waived in writing, each bargaining unit member shall be
enrolled for payroll deduction contributions for medical insurance under this
Agreement. The employer may discontinue the program in the event that the
IR Codes are modified to eliminate or substantially reduce the benefit.
ARTICLE 11 LIFE INSURANCE COVERAGE
All employees shall be provided with a $ 2,500 life insurance with double
indemnity for accidental death. The City reserves the right to determine the
carrier.
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ARTICLE 13 HOSPITALIZATION AND MEDICAL BENEFITS
Section 1 -Coverue for Active Emolovees
A. The City will make available the present level of hospitalization and
medical insured benefits for single or family coverage, whichever is applicable,
at ~ cost to the employee. In addition, the Full Outpatient Rider shall be
provided at a cost to each covered employee of $2.75 per month for a family
contract, $1.00 per month for a single contract and $0.90 per month for a
medi-comp (over 65) contract. Such coverage will begin on the first day of the
month following the employee's employment date and shall terminate on the
last calendar day of the month of the employee's termination. Effective July
I, 1987, the Prescription Drug rider shall be a $5 Co-pay.
B. Employees hired on or after July I, 1981, and before September I, 1989,
shall be eligible for the hospitalization and medical insured benefits provided
for in subdivision A. The City will contribute 85% of the total premium of the
plan in which the employee is enrolled and the employee will contribute 15%
of the total premium through payroll deductions.
C. Employees hired on or after September I, 1989 shall have the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Comprehensive plan as their medical insurance plan. The
employees shall contribute 10% of the monthly premium through payroll
deductions.
D. Employees hired on or after January I, 1993 shall be eligible for the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield Comprehensive plan as their medical insurance plan. The
member shall contribute 25% of the monthly premium through payroll
deductions.
E. Employees electing coverage under an HMO option will pay any
premium in excess of the City's contribution set forth in subdivisions A or B
or C or D of this Section.
F. It is expressly understood by the parties that an employee married to
another City employee shall be eligible for only one single health insurance
contract in the event his or her spouse is covered by his or her own single
health insurance contract, and further, that such employee shall not be eligible
for any separate health insurance coverage if his or her spouse is covered by
a family health insurance contract.
G. The City and the Union recognize the severe escalation of health care and
medical insurance costs and agree to negotiate medical insurance cost
containment measures, including, but not limited to, changing the insurance
carrier, self-insurance and/or third party administration of benefits.
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Section 2 -Covera2e for Retirees
A. The City will make available hospitalization and medical insurance to
qualified employees who retire under the New York State Employees'
Retirement System. In order to qualify for the benefits set forth in this
Section, employees must meet both of the following two conditions:
1. The employee must be at least age SS, unless granted a disability
retirement, and must retire directly into or under the New York
State Employees' Retirement System from active, full-time
employment with the City and receive a pension therefrom, and
2. The employee must have served a minimum often (10) consecutive
years of active, full-time employment with the City immediately
preceding retirement into or under the New York State Employees'
Retirement System. The term "consecutive" shall not apply to
persons who have a break in service due to any leave granted under
the terms of this Agreement or to any employee who is laid off and
recalled pursuant to Article 16, Sections 6 and 8 of this Agreement
or pursuant to Section 80 and 81 of the Civil Service Law.
However, such employees must actually work a minimum of ten
(10) years for the City, including at least one (1) year immediately
prior to retirement. The required minimum period of time set forth
in this paragraph will be waived in the event the employee is
granted and receives aNew York State Employees' Retirement
accidental disability retirement.
8. Qualified employees, as defined in subdivision A of this Section, who
retire on or after January I, 1993, shall receive family or single hospitalization
and medical insurance benefits, and at the contribution levels, all as set for
active, full-time employees in Section 1 of this Article.
C. Notwithstanding any provision ofthis Section, the City shall not be liable
for providing hospitalization and medical insurance benefits, or any portion of
the cost thereof, to retirees eligible for hospitalization and medical insurance
benefits available from a source other than the City of Rochester.
D. Retirees may select alternative coverage through an HMO made available
by the employer. Those selecting HMO coverage shall contribute at the rates
consistent with those set forth for active employees, but shall also contribute
any amount in excess of the Employer's obligation as established above.
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Section 3 -Dental Benefits
A. The City shall provide a dental plan for regular full-time employees
covered by this Agreement and their eligible dependents. The insurancecamer
shall be identified as Group Health Incorporated (GHI) and the dental policy
shall be identified as the Spectrum 2000 Plan. Orthodontic benefits shall be
added September 1, 1989. A booklet setting forth the details of the dental
coverage program shall be furnished to each newly-hired employee.
B. Employees eligible for the Dental Insurance Program may elect Single
Plan coverage or Family Plan coverage. Employees electing to be covered
under the Single Plan may do so on a non-contributory basis. Employees
electing to cover themselves and their eligible dependents under the Family
Plan will contribute 2S% of the total cost of the Family Plan premium (which
includes the individual employees) and the City will contribute 7S% of the total
cost of the Family Plan premium.
C. The City and the Union recognize the severe escalation of health care and
medical insurance costs and agree to negotiate dental insurance cost
containment measures, including, but not limited to, changing the insurance
carrier, self-insurance andlor third party administration of benefits.
ARTICLE 14 RETIREMENT PLAN
Employees shall be covered by the New York State Employees' Retirement
System. In addition, the City will make available on a voluntary basis a
deferred compensation plan. Such deferred compensation plan will be designed
and administered by the City, which reserves the right to make changes in such
plan upon prior notice to the Union. A deferred compensation plan will be
offered as soon as administratively possible after the execution of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE IS SENIORITY
Section 1 -Senioritv Defmed
Seniority means an employee's length of continuous full-time service for the
Employer from the employee's original date of hire as a full-time employee as
adjusted by the subtraction of any unpaid leave time, except as provided in
Section S of this Article, whether authorized or not.
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Sedion 2 -Seoioritv AClJuired
A. AU employees shall first acquire seniority on the day following the
completion of six (6) months of continuous full-time service. No employee
shall have seniority rights during this six (6) month period, and, in particular,
such employee may be transferred, disciplined for other than Union activities,
or discharged, all at the option of the Employer. Such employee shall not have
the right to bid on promotional opportunities.
CET A enrollees who directly transition to a regular full-time position
shall be credited with seniority for such CET A time at the time of appointment
to a regular full-time position.
B. In the event of a transfer or promotion of an employee from one job
classification to another job classification within the bargaining unit, the
employee shall continue to acquire seniority from his adjusted date of hire.
Semon 3 -Loss or Seoioritv
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 1 of this Article and except as
otherwise provided in Section 4 of this Article, an employee shall forfeit all
accrued seniority and, if re--employed subsequently, have only the status of a
new employee, under any of the following conditions:
A. When he resigns his employment with the Employer, and is not
rehired within one year, or
B. When he is discharged for just cause, or
C. When he is laid off for a period exceeding his seniority; or four (4)
years for employees on preferred Civil Service list, whichever is
greater, or
D. When following layoff, he fails to report for work within three (3)
weeks after written notice from the Employer by registered or
certified mail to his last known address, or
E. When he fails to return to work at the expiration of an authorized
leave of absence.
Section 4 - Restoration of Senioritv
Except where seniority was forfeited pursuant to Section 3 subdivisions B, D
or E of this Article, should an employee be rehired, within the bargaining unit,
by the Employer within one (1) year of termination of his seniority, the
employee shall have his accrued seniority restored.
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Semon 5 -ComDutiIU! LeJurt.h of Continuous Service
A. In computing length of continuous service for seniority purposes, u
defined above, time lost as a l"C8ultof any of the following shall be considered
as included within the period of continuous service:
1. Injury in the line of duty.
2. Service as a regularly empaneled member of a State or FcdenLl
Jury.
3. Service pursuant to a military leave of absence.
4. Authorized Union leaves.
5. Authorized paid City leave of absence.
B. Except as provided above, there shall be no accrual of seniority while
absent from City employment.
Section (»
- Senioritv List
If requested by the Union, the Employer shall post on all Union bulletin boards
a seniority list showing the adjusted hire date of each employee employed
within the division in which the bulletin board is located. A copy of the
seniority list shall be furnished to the local Union when it is posted. The
seniority list will show the names, job titles and seniority date of all employees
in the unit entitled to seniority. The seniority date shown on the list shall
govern, unless written request for change in such date is received by the
Employee Relations Director within thirty (30) days of the date of posting.
Section 7 - Transrers Outside or Banaminl! Unit
An employee transferred by the Employer to a position within the employ of
the Employer outside the coverage of this Agreement, shall retain seniority
acquired, but shall not accumulate additional seniority. This Section shall only
take effect in the event the employee subsequently returns, on a pennanent
basis, to a position within the coverage of this Agreement.
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Sedion.
-
SeIaioritv ror Local limon Off"JCerS
A. Except u otherwise provided by law, the following Union officers, for
the purpose of determining the order of layoffs, shall have top seniority within
the bargaining unit, provided they are qualified to perfonn the work within a
thirty (30) day training period:
Loca11635 President, and Chainnen of Units 1635 A,B,C;
Local 1635 1st Vice President;
Local 1635 2nd Vice President;
Local 1635 Secretary;
Local 1635 Treasurer.
B. Except as otherwise provided by law, a Union Steward, for the purpose
of dctennining order of layoffs, shall have top seniority within the Division of
the Department which he represents. Such Stewards shall be retained in
employment so long as a work force exists in the Division of the Department
which they represent, provided that no such Stewards shall be retained in
employment under this paragraph unless work which they can learn to perfonn
within a thirty (30) day working period is available in the Division of the
Department which they represent.
C. The above described Union Officers or Stewards who are employed in
the competitive class and who are subject to layoff, shall, in event of such
layoff, be offered an equal or lower paying position.
In the event that this subdivision is implemented, the appropriate
provisions in subdivision A and B of this Section shall apply.
ARTICLE 16 WORK FORCE CHANGES
Section 1 -Del"mition or Promotion
The tenn promotion, as used in this Article, means the advancement of an
employee to a higher job classification with~ the bargaining unit. The tenn
promotion shall not include the upgrading of a job title to a higher bracket,
without any change in the job specification of the job title or to the
rcclassipcation of an existing position that is currently filled.
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Section 2 -Promotional Onoortunmes
A. Whenever an opportunity for promotion occurs because a job opens, in
other than a temporary situation as defined elsewhere in this Article, in any
existing job classification within the bargaining unit, or as a result of the
development or establishment of a new job classification that has been added
to the bargaining unit, a notice of such openings shall be posted on all Union
bulletin boards stating the job classification, rate of pay and the nature of the
job requirements in order to qualify. Such postings shall be for a period not
less than five (5) working days. Postings shall not be required in the event of
positions being filled due to layoff.
B. In filling open jobs, applications submitted for transfers as provided in
Section 10 of this Article, will be considered before the job is posted.
C. During the posting period, employees who wish to apply for the open
position, including employees on layoff, may do so. An employment
application and a bidding form shall be submitted to the City of Rochester's
Bureau of Employee Relations at City Hall. It shall be the employee's
responsibility to keep informed of promotional opportunities. In the event that
an employee is determined to be unqualified for a position, he shall be
informed of the disqualifying factor(s) and shall be allowed three (3) working
days to resubmit his application.
D. A notice listing those employees who have qualified for the position shall
be posted by the Employer on all bulletin boards within two (2) working days
of the establishment of the list by the Employer. This notice shall be posted
for a period of at least ten (10) working days. The name of the employee or
employees selected for the position shall be sent to the Union Recording
Secretary .
E. 1.
2.
New postings are not required for vacancies in the same title that
occur within three (3) months of the last date of initial posting at the
sole option of the Employer. In these cases, while the vacancy will
not have to be posted, the City shall on the posting notice, as set
forth in subdivision A of this Section, state that the application
from such posting may be used for a period of three (3) months.
The City will notify the Union of the vacancy occurrence and the
City's intention to fill the vacancy from the list established by the
initial posting and provide the Union President with a copy of the
list being used to fill the vacancy.
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Semon 3 - Promotion for Laborin2. Non-Comoetitive. Provisional.
TeDloorarv Aooointmeats
A. Bidders who respond to postings as specified in Section 2 of this Article,
and who meet the minimum qualifications for the job shall be ranked in order
of seniority.
B. If the appropriate appointing authority detennines that a bidder lacks the
ability to do the job or cannot learn to do the job within a reasonable amount
of time, the appointing authority shall state the reasons for such determination
in writing, the Bureau of Employee Relations will submit them to the Union
and the bidder shall be deemed not qualified for the appointment. Such reasons
shall not be arbitrary and capricious.
C. The appointing authority shall fill the vacancy by selecting one of the
four qualified bidders standing highest on the list within thirty (30) days of the
"establishment of such list. If there are fewer than four (4) qualified bidden to
select from, the appointing authority may, but shall not be required, to fill the
vacancy among the remaining qualified bidders.
D. The City may make an Affirmative Action Appointment upon:
1. Written certification to the Union by the Director of Employee
Relations of the City's desire to make an Affirmative Action
Appointment,and
"
2. The selection by the appropriate appointing authority of a qualified
bidder, regardless of ranking, whose appointment is consistent with
the City's Affirmative Action Plan.
E. Any employee selected in accordance with the procedures set forth in this
Section and Section 2 E. shall undergo a probationary period of a minimum of
two (2) months but not to exceed six (6) months. If it is found that such
employee does not meet the requirements or responsibilities of the position to
which he has been selected during the probationary period, then such employee
shall be restored to his former position. This restoration shall not be
considered a demotion. If work in his former position is not available, the
layoff and seniority provisions of this Agreement shall apply.
F. The provision of subdivision A above may be waived when directed by
a court of competent jurisdiction or Federal or State agency having such
authority under law, in order to bring about an equitable distribution of
employees as provided by the Equal Employment Act of 1972, U.S. Public
Law 92-261, or the New York Human Rights Law (Executive Law, Article
15). However, the application of this provision does not prohibit individuals
from exercising any rights possessed by them by statute.
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Section 4 -Promotioa For Comoetitive Position.
A. A promotional opportunity within the competitive class of the Civil
Service which is to be filled .hall be filled punuant to the Civil Service Law
and the roles of the Rochester Municipal Civil Service Commi.saion. In the
event that there is no Civil Service list of eligible applicants, the selection aba1l
be made in accordance with the provision of Section 2 and 3 of this Article.
B. Where a vacancy occurs in Rposition classified as competitive, and where
a Civil Service examination has been given, but no list baa yet been
estAblished, the posting promiol1! of Sections 2 and 3 shall not apply. In the
event the City desires to fill the vacancy on !l provisional basil, the City .hall
canvas those employees who have taken the Civil Service examination and .hall
establish a list, ranked in order of seniority, of those employees who wish to
be considered for the position. The City may then make an appointment from
the top four (4) employees on the list. In the event that the liit has leu than
four (4) employees the City shall not be required to use the Jilt in making a
provisional appointment.
Section 5 - Temaoran Job OoeuiDu
A. Temporary job openings are defined as job vacancies that may
periodically develop on any job classification because of illness, vacation, leave
of absence, unexpected addition or increase of work, or other unusual
circumstances requiring the temporary placement of an employee. Job
openings that recur on a regular basis shall not be considered temporary job
openings. It is the intent of this provision to prevent the repeated assignment
of employees to job vacancies designated as temporary job openings when such
job openings could be filled in another manner.
B. Temporary job openings in higher classifications shall be filled by
Employer assignment or reassignment consistent with law. The usignment or
reassignment shall be made in terms of a promotion of the most senior
employee within the Division and within the crew in the next lower title
provided the employee can do the work. This procedure will be followed
before a new employee or temporary employee is hired unless otherwise
required by law. Employees assigned or reassigned to a higher title on a
temporary basis will be paid according to Article 11, Section S (Out-of-title
Pay).
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C. When it is necessary for higher classification employees to work in a
lower classification job, arid no one volunteers for such assignment, then the
City shall select the least senior employee capable of perfonning such work in
the Division of the Department in which the work is located, in the job
classification nearest the lowest classification of work to be performed.
Employees who volunteer or who are temporarily reassigned to a lower job
classification will receive their reguJar rate of pay for the duration of their
temporary Ulignment.
~ 6 . ~voff in the Laboriu and Non-Comoetitive CIaIS8
A. In the event it becomes necessary to layoff laboring or non~mpctitive
class employees for any reason, employees within a job title shall be laid off
in the following manner:
1. Employees not having seniority shall be laid off 6m.
2. Employees having aeniority shall be laid off in the inverse order of
seniority .
B. The Employer shall forward a list of those employeesbeing laid off to
the Local Union Sccrc:taryon the same date that the notices are issued to the
employees.
C. Employees to K laid off will ba~ at least ten (10) working days notice
of layoff or be paid in lieu of time.
Sedion 7 - BumDiD2 in the Laborin2 and Non-Comoetitive Classes
A. When an,~ployee in the laboring or non~mpetitive class is laid off due
to a reduction "inthe work force, he shall be permitted to exercise his seniority
rights to bump or replace an employee with less seniority in an equal or lower
job title under the following conditions:
1. Seniority is the major factor; and the employee qualifies for the job,
and
2. He can learn to do the available work within thirty (30) working
days.
The Employer shall determine the bumping order in accordance with the
provisionS of this lubdivision.
B. At the time of layoff, an employee who is offered a bump down to a
lower classification may elect instead to accept a layoff, and upon the exercise
of such election shall have the rights of a laid off employee.
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Section 8 -Recall
A. All employees in Laboring and Non-Competitive classes who have been
laid off shall be recalled within their former title before a new employee is
hired in such title.
B. An employee shall be recalled from layoff to the same title and salary
step he was in at the time of his layoff. Such recall shall be in the reverse
order of layoff and under the following conditions:
1. Seniority is the major factor; and,
2. He can do the available work; or
3. He can learn to do the available work within thirty (30) working
days.
C. Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee at his last known address
by registered or certified mail and a copy sent to the Recording Secretary of
the Union. If any employee fails to report for work within ten (10) working
days from the date of mailing the notice of recall, he shall be considered a quit.
Recall rights for any employee shall expire one (1) year from the date of
layoff, or a period equal to that of his seniority, but never more than four (4)
years. Written notice of expiration of recall rights shall be sent to the
employee at his last known address by registered or certified mail. It shall be
the responsibility of the Union to maintain the recall list from information
supplied by the City.
Section 9 - Consolidation or Elimination or Jobs
A. Employees displaced by the elimination of jobs through job consolidation
(combining the duties of two or more jobs), the installation of new equipment
or machinery, the curtailment or replacement of existing facilities, the
development of new facilities, or for any other reason, shall be permitted to
exercise their layoff and bumping rights described above to transfer to another
job in the bargaining unit for which they are qualified. An employee
transf~rred as a result of the application of this provision shall be given a
reasonable period of training needed to perform satisfactorily the job to which
he is transferred. This reasonable period shall not be less than thirty (30)
calendar days or exceed ninety (90) calendar days.
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B. In the event of a merger or consolidation between the City of Rochester
and the County of Monroe, or any other governmental unit, and functions or
services employing persons covered by this Agreement, then in such event, any
City employee electing transfer to the County of Monroe or any other
governmental unit, shall be deemed to have voluntarily quit his City
employment. However, the City will make every effort to insure that any
employee electing such transfer will not lose any benefits that the transferring
employee is presently receiving that can be legally transferred.
Section 10 - Voluntarv Transfer
A. An employee desiring to transfer to another job shall submit an
application in writing to his immediate supervisor. The application shall state
the reason for the requested transfer. The supervisor will forward the
application to Employee Relations for review and determination as to whether
or not the employee meets the qualifications for the position. to which transfer
is desired.
B. An employee requesting a transfer for reasons other than the elimination
of his job or his imminent layoff may be transferred to an equal or lower
paying job classification on the basis of seniority, provided a vacancy exists,
and the employee can do the job or learn to do the job within thirty (30)
working days.
Section 11 - Involuntarv Transfer or Relocation
A. When an employee is subject to involuntary transfer or relocation outside
the employee's department, he shall be given written notice and the reason for
the transfer, by the Employer, ten (10) working days prior to such proposed
effective date. A copy of the notice of the transfer or relocation will be sent
to the Union Steward in the Department from which the employee is being
transferred or relocated and to the Secretary of Local 163S. Notice of transfer
or relocation ihall not be required if the transfer or relocation is due to the
elimination of jobs or the establishment of a new City service.
B. When an employee is subject to involuntary transfer or temporary
relocation to another facility exceeding three (3) days within the employee's
department, he shall be given written notice and reason for transfer or
temporary relocation at least five (S) working days prior to the transfer or
relocation. A copy of this notice shall be sent to the Union Steward within the
Bureau from which the employee is being transferred or relocated and to the
Secretary of Local 163S. Notice of transfer or temporary relocation shall not
be required if the transfer or relocation is due to the elimination of jobs or the
establishment of a new City service or an emergency declared by the
Department Head or due to a staffing problem directly related to the approval
of an emergency leave of absence.
S2
C. If an employee feels such transfer within the Department or outside of the
Department is unjust, unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious, then the matter
may be processed as a grievance under the grievance and arbitration proced~
in this Agn:cmcnt. This provision shall not apply to involuntary transfers or
relocations that arc due to elimination of jobs or establishment of a new City
service.
ARTICLE 17 DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
Section 1 -Nature of ~iDliDe aDd. ~bane
A. The City shall have the right to discipline an employee for just cause.
The City shall endeavor to use progressive discipline where appropriate.
Where the appointing authority or his designee dc:tennines to impose a written
reprimand, a fine not to exceed $100, suspension without pay not to exceed
thirty (30) calendar days, reduction in title and grade, or dismissal from
service, notice of such discipline shall be made in ~g and served upon the
employee. The rcason(l) for which disciplinary action is being taken and the
penalty imposed shall be specified in the notice. The notice shall contain a
description of the charges, including dates, times and places relevant to such
charges. The Union will be sent a copy of all notices transmitted as a result
of this Section within twenty-four (24) hours after notice has been sent to the
employee.
Notwithstanding the provisions in Article S, Section 1 and Section 2, and
Article 8, Section 7, an employee may be disciplined for a poor attendance
record, excessive absenteeism, or abuse of sick leave. In such cases and
notwithstanding subsection C, the employee's attendance record for the
previous eighteen (18) months may be considered.
If the employee is summoned for disciplinary action, and desires a Union
Representative to be present at the.scheduled time, ~Union ..Rcprcsen~
shall be allowed to be present.
B. If the Employer has reason to reprimand an employee, it shall be done
in a manner that will not embarrass the employee before other employees or
the public.
C. Except for fraud or any felony where the statute of limitations has not
expired, an employee shall not be disciplined for acts which occurred more
than ninety (90) calendar days prior to the imposition of the discipline, unless
discovered more than ninety (90) days after its occurrence, in which case
discipline may be imposed within sixty (60) days of such discovery.
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Section 2 -PwMWIure
A. Any disciplinary action imposed upon an employee may be processed as
a grievance through the regular grievance procedure, including the arbitration'
step, if.nccaAl)'. This procedure shall be exclusive, and the procedure and
remedies herein provided shall apply in lieu of all other procedures and
remcdiea, including Sections 7S and 76 of the Civil Service Law which shall
not apply to employees.
B. If a disciplinary grievance is filed, it shall be initially filed at the step of
the grievance procedure corresponding to the level of authority Which imposed
the discipline.
C. In the event that a grievance is pursued to arbitration, in addition to all
other provisions set forth in Article 18 of this Agreement pertaining to
arbitration, the following shall apply. Disciplinary arbitrators shall confine
themselves to ddenninations of guilt or innocence and the appropriateness of
the imposed penalties. Disciplinary arbitrators shall not add to, subtract from
or modify the provisions of this Agreement. The disciplinary arbitrator's
decision with I'Clpect to guilt or innocence, penalty, or probable cause for
suspension pumaant to subdivision D of this Section, shall be final and binding
upon the parties and the employee, and the disciplinary arbitrator may approve,
disapprove or take any other appropriate action warranted under the
circumstances, including, but not limited to, ordering reinstatement and back
pay for aU or part of the period of suspension. If the disciplinary arbitrator,
upon review, fiDdI probable cause for the suspension under subdivision D of
this Section, if any, he may consider such suspension in determining the
penalty to be imposed.
D. Prior to being issued a notice of discipline, an employee may be
suspended without pay by his appointing authority only pursuant to paragraphs
(1) or (2) below.
.
1. Tho appointing authority or his designee may suspend without pay
an employee when the"appointing authority or his designee determines
that there is probable cause that such employee's continued presence on
the job rqnaents a potential danger to persons or property or would
interfere with operations. Such determination shall be reviewable by a
disciplinary arb~r. A notice of discipline shall be served no later
than seven (7) working days following any such suspension.
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"2. The appointing authority or his designee may suspend without pay
an employee charged with the commission of a crime which in the
opinion of the appointing authority is directly related to the employee's
job duties. Such employee shall notify his appointing authority in writing
of the disposition of any criminal charge including a certified copy of
such disposition within five (5) days thereof. Within thirty (30) calendar
days following such suspension under this provision, or within five (5)
days from receipt by the appointing authority of notice of disposition of
the charge from the employee, whichever occurs first, a notice of
discipline shall be served on such employee or he shall be reinstated with
back pay. Nothing in this paragraph shall limit the right of the
appointing authority or his designee to take disciplinary action during the
pendency of criminal proceedings.
E. This Article does not apply to employees with less than six (6) months
of service, probationary employees with less than twelve (12) months service
in a probationary status, or any other employees not having seniority.
ARTICLE 18 SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Section 1 - Def"mitions
For the purpose of this Agreement all disputes shall be subject to the grievance
procedure as outlined below:
A. A dispute concerning the application, meaning or interpretation of
an express term or provision of this Agreement is' subject to all steps of the
grievance procedure including arbitration. '
B. Any other dispute or grievance concerning a term and condition of
employment shall be processed up to and including Step 3 of the grievance
procedure.
C. A grievance over discipline shall be processed in accordance with
the procedures set forth in Article 17 in addition to the procedures set forth in
this Article.
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Section 2 -Grievances
A. Procedure
Step 1 - The grievance._shall be presented in writing by the Union
Steward or other authorized Union representative to the Bureau Head within
seven (7) working days of the act or omission giving rise to the grievance, or
within three (3) additional working days of the date upon which any of the
employees affected by the situation, condition, or action to be grieved,
becomes aware of such act or omission. The Bureau Head shall respond to the
Union Steward or authorized Union representative within three (3) working
days. If the grievance is not presented as set forth in this step, the grievance
shall be deemed waived.
Step 2 - If the grievance is not settled at Step 1, the grievance shall be
presented in writing to the Department Head by the Union Steward or other
authorized Union representative within six (6) working days after the Bureau
Head's response is given or is due. The Department Head shall respond to the
Union Steward or authorized Union representative in writing within five (5)
working days. If the grievance is not presented as set forth in this step, the
grievance shall be deemed waived.
Step 3 - If the grievance is not settled at Step 2, the Union Unit
Chairman and/or other authorized Union representative will present the
grievance in writing to the Manager of Labor Relations within six (6) working
days after the response at Step 2 is given or due. The Manager of Labor
Relations will discuss the grievance with the Union representative, if requested,
and reply in writing within seven (7) working days of receiving the grievance,
with a copy of the response to the President or Secretary of the Union. If the
grievance is not presented as set forth in this step, the grievance shall be
deemed waived.
Step 4 - If a settlement is not reached at Step 3, either the Union or the
City may, within ten (10) working days after the response at Step 3 is given or
is due, and upon written notice to the other, request arbitration. Such notice
must be given to the Manager of Labor Relations or the President of the
Union. If arbitration is not requested as set forth in this step, it shall be
deemed waived, and the grievance resolved on the basis of the response of the
Manager of Labor Relations.
B. The time limits in the grievance procedure for Steps 1, 2, 3, and 4
may be extended by mutual agreement of the Union and the City and shall be
confirmed in writing.
c. Except where inapplicable pursuant to Section 1 B. of this Article,
any grievance ~uired to be in writing, and any request for arbitration, shall
contain a plain statement of the grievance, the Department, the employee or
employees involved, the specific provision or provisions of the Agreement in
dispute, and the remedy being sought.
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D. Grievances of a general nature affecting several employees in each
of two or more Bureaus within a Department may be initiated at Step 2 of the
grievance procedure. Grievances of a general nature affecting employees in
each of two (2) or more departments may be initiated at Step 3 of the grievance
procedure. The names of the affected employees may be eliminated from the
written grievance where the number of affected employees is too numerous to
list, in which case job titles will be used.
E. A grievance initiated above Step 1 shall be initiated within twelve
(12) working days of the act or omission giving rise to the grievance. The
City's response to such a grievance shall be due within twelve (12) working
days.
F. An employee shall be entitled to Union representatives at each and
every step of the grievance procedure set forth herein.
G. No recording devices of any kind shall be used during the grievance
procedure without the written permission of both the employee and the Union.
Section 3 - Arbitration Procedure
A. An arbitration proceeding shall be conducted by an arbitrator
designated, and pursuant to rules agreed upon, in accordance with this
subdivision. Within thirty (30) days of the execution of this Agreement, the
parties will:
1. Select and maintain a panel of mutually acceptable arbitrators who
shall serve for the duration of the Agreement. Such panel shall
consist of not fewer than five (5) arbitrators. The arbitrators shall
be initially listed in alphabetical order and shall be designated on a
rotating basis to arbitrate individual cases. In the event an arbitrator
is unavailable to hear a specific case, such arbitrator will be
temporarily passed over, but shall be at the top of the list for the
next case. Upon completion of his or her service on a case, the
arbitrator shall be placed at the end of the panel list. Both parties
reserve the right during the term of this Agreement to remove up to
two (2) arbitrators from the panel. A party removing an arbitrator
from the panel shall propose a replacement acceptable to the other
party. Arbitrators shall also be replaced by mutual agreement in the
event of resignation or any other inability to serve.
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2. Agree upon Rules of Procedure modeled after Part 207 of the Rules
and Regulations of the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB),
except that references to the "Board" and the "Director of
Conciliation" and like references to PERB and its officers and
agents shall be deleted and modified as necessary. The Rules of
Procedure agreed upon pursuant to this Section shall be reduced to
writing and shall be made available to the panel of arbitrators and
other interested parties. Such Rules of Procedure may be amended
by mutual consent in the manner described in Article 24, Section 3.
In the event the procedure described above is not, or cannot be, implemented,
or terminates or is unenforceable for any reason, arbitrations conducted
pursuant to this Agreement shall be governed by Part 207 of the Rules and
Regulations of the Public Employment Relations Board. Notwithstanding any
provisions of any procedure or rule inconsistent with the express terms of this
Collective Bargaining Agreement, any such inconsistent procedure or rule shall
be void and superseded by the express terms of this Agreement.
B. The decision or award of the arbitrator shall be fmal and binding on
the City, the Union and the grievant or grievants to the extent permitted by and
in accordance with applicable law and this Agreement, and the arbitrator shall
be requested to issue his decision or award within thirty (30) calendar days
after the conclusion of the testimony and arguments.
C. The arbitrator functioning under this step 0f the grievance procedure
shall have no power to amend, modify, nullify, ignore, add to, subtract from
or delete any provisions of this Agreement, and shall confme his decision and
award solely to the interpretation and application of this Agreement. The
arbitrator shall confme himself to the precise issue submitted for arbitration and
shall have no authority or power to determine any other issues not so submitted
to him. The arbitrator shall have no authority or power to render a decision
or award inconsistent with statutory or appellate decisional law or New York
State Public Policy.
D. Expenses for the arbitrator's services and the proceeding shall be
borne equally by the Employer and the Union. However, each party shall be
respOnsible; for bearing the costs of preparing, and presenting its own case,
including, but not limited to, compensating its own witnesses. If either party
desires a transcript of the proceeding, it may cause the transcript to be made,
provided it pays for the transcript and makes copies available without charge
to the arbitrator and to the other party.
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ARTICLE 19 STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Section 1 -Lockouts
No lockout of employees shall be instituted by the Employer during the term
of this Agreement.
Section 2 - No Strike - Tavlor Law
No strike or slowdown of any kind shall be eaused or sanctioned by the Union
during the term of this Agreement. At no time, however, shall employees be
required to act as strike breakers.
ARTICLE 20 GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 1 -Savin2s Clause
Should any Article, Section or portion of this Agreement be held unlawful and
unenforceable by any court of competent jurisdiction, such decision of the court
shall only apply to the specific Article, Section or portion thereof directly
specified in the decision.
Section 2 - Milea2e Allowance
A. The City will pay mileage allowance for those employees entitled thereto,
at the rate of 24 cents per mile, not to exceed $90.00 per month. Employees
in the DES/Bureau of Water in the titles of Water Distribution Technician and
Water Distribution Trainee will receive $5.00 per day worked when assigned
to meter reading duties. Positions currently eligible for ~ maximum monthiy
mileage allowance shall receive $160 per month effective July 1, 1989, and
increased to $170 per month effective July 1, 1991.
B. The use of an employee's private automobile for City purposes shall be
governed by current Administrative Regulation. Such regulations may be
changed by the Mayor.
C. No employee may use a City vehicle during working hours for any
purpose not directly related to the performance of the employee's function, or
to the administration of this Agreement, nor may any employee use a City
vehicle during non-working hours for any purpose without the express written
consent of his Department Head or the Mayor.
S9
Section 3 -Printin2 or Contrad
A. The City and the Union agree to share the Cost equally for printing 2,500
copies of this Agreement, of which 600 copies shall be provided to the
Division of Labor Relations, provided however, that the City's share of the
costs shall not exceed the limits set forth in General Municipal Law Section
103.
B. This Agreement shall be printed in a union print shop.
C. It is the Union's responsibility to distribute a copy of the printed
Agreement to all members of the unit.
Sed.ioo 4 - Pled2e Atrainst Discrimination and Coercion
A. The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied equally to all
employees in the bargaining unit without discrimination as to age, sex, marital
status, race, color, creed, national origin or political affiliation.
B. All references to employees in this Agreement designate both sexes, and
wherever the male gender is used it shall be construed to include male and
female employees.
C. The Employer agrees not to interfere with the rights of employees to
become members of the Union, and that there will be no discrimination,
interference, restraint, coercion by the Employer or any Employer
representative against any employee acting in an official capacity on behalf of
the Union.
D. The Union recognizes its responsibility as bargaining agent and agrees to
represent all employees in the bargaining unit without discrimination,
interference, restraint or coercion.
Section S - Non-Service Disabilitv
Employees unable to perform their duties because of a disability not incurred
in the line of duty are eligible for all of the benefits set forth in this Agreement
for su~h employees. Employees unable to perform their duties because of a
disability resulting from pregnancy are eligible for all such benefits on the
same basis as employees disabled for non-work related reasons other than
pregnancy. This Section is intended for purposes of clarification only, and
shall not be construed as conferririg new or additional rights or benefits; the
benefits referred to herein are specifically set . forth elsewhere in this
Agreement.
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Section .. -Refuse ~n
,.
A. When refuse trucks are dispatched to plow on "c" routes or "D" routel,
on push-backs, special assignments or to work in tandem with salt trucks in
plowing operations, pay shall be at 1 and 1/2 times the hourly wage for the
actual hours worked, provided the employee works or is credited with a full
week of refuse collection work.
..
B. The City agrees not to sub-contract residential refuse collection for the
life of this Agreement.
Semon 7 - TransDOl'tation
A. The City shall provide Regional Transit Service monthly bus palsea to,
and for the sole use of, eligibleemployeesat a discountof fifteen($1S) dolJars
per month, effective October 1, 1987.
B. Eligible employees are those who work within the Inner Loop and who
are not otherwise provided free or subsidized parking by the City or assigned
City vehicles on a 24 hour per day basis.
Section 8 - Public Safetv Building Lunehroom
The City shall provide a lunchroom for ~ployecs in the Public Safety Building
as soon as administratively feasible. Such lunchroom will be available for
employees on the daytime shift.
Semon 9 - City Owned Vehicles
The Employer shall have the right. at its sole discretion to assign or remove
assignment of Employer owned vehicles on a 24 hour basis for any u.ignment
made after April 1, 1995. The City will give reasona~le notice of a change of
assignment. There shall be no ~uirement to bargain concerning impact of
such changes. Assignments made after April.1, 1995 shall include notification
of the Employer's right to .withdraw the assignment.
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Sectioa 10 -AkoboI aad Ora Testia2
The following procedures sball apply to those tested for alcohol or controlled
IUbstancc8 in accordance with the Federal Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration, Controlled Substance and Alcohol Use
Testing Rules:
1. Employees who teat positive for alcohol or controlled substance as a
resuh of a random tat shall be offered a referral for rehabilitation
through the Employee Auistance Program (EAP) as limited below.
Employees whose test resuJta are positive under the reasonable suspicion
or post-accident testing may be offered an opportunity for referral for
rehabilitation through the EAP, at the sole discretion of the employer.
Opportunities for referral through the EAP for rehabilitation shall be
limited as follows:
A. For alcohol use or abuse, a maximum of two referrals during
employment with the City of Rochester. Eligibility for a second referral
may only occur after five years from the first referral.
B. For controlled substance use or abuse, a maximum of one
referral during employment with the City of Rochester.
C. Referrals to the EAP through agreements prior to the ratification
of this Agreement which resulted in treatment for alcohol or controlled
substance use or abuse shall be counted as opportunities under this
provision.
D. Any positive test results in excess of these provisions may result
in termination of the employee, at the discretion of the employer.
4. Any employee relieved of work as a result of a positive test may utilize
their accrued vacation and pcrsonalleave time banks. Sick bve banks may
only be used while receiving treatment under the EAP referral that requires the
employee's absence from work.
.'
,.,
2.
3.
ARTICLE 21 UNION RELEASE TIME
Sectioa 1 - UDioD Stewards
A. The Employer agrees that dunng working hours on the Employer's
premises, and when necessary at the Local Union Office, and without loss of
pay, aU Union Stewards who are employees .hall be allowed up to one (1) hour
each day, but not to exceed four (4) b9un each ~, to:
1. Post Union noticeI;
2. Distribute Union literature;
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3. Solicit Union membership during other employees' non-working
time;
Transmit communications authorized by the Local Union or its
Officers to the Employer or his representative;
Attend labor-management meetings;
Consult with the Employer, its representative, Local Union
Officers or other Union representatives, concerning the
enforcement of any provisions of this Agreement;
Investigate and process grievances;
Attend Union meetings.
4.
s.
6.
7.
8.
This privilege shall not be abused. Stewards shall request release time, in
writing, from their supervisor. The request shall state the time, destination and
purpose of the release time prior to using it. A copy of the request form shall
be forwarded to the Manager of Labor Relations and to the Local Union
President.
B. Employees selected by the Union to act as Union representatives shall
be knoWn as "Stewards". The names of employees selected as Stewards and
the names of other Union representatives who may represent employees shaH
be certified in writing to the Manager of Labor Relations by the Local Union
upon request. The Union shall notify the Manager of Labor Relations of any
changes within twenty-four (24) hours.
C. The Stewards shall not exceed thirty (30) employees, and the Union must
file with the Manager of Labor Relations a list of such Stewards indicating
their name, job title and the unit which the Steward represents. There shall be
no Steward from any Bureau in which a Unit Chairman on full release time is
employed. Except as further limited by the previous sentence, there shall be
no more than two (2).Stewards in the Bureau of Parks. The Union may, from
time to time, change such StewardL upon giving thee Manager of La~r'
Relations a written notification of the change.
D. Members of the Local Union Executive Board shall be allowed time off
without loss of pay to attend the monthly Executive Board Meeting. The
Executive Board shall have no more than fifteen (15) members for purposes of
release time.
(0" E. The Union shall notify the Manager of Labor Relations, in writing, of
all committee, Unit or Board meetings where release time will be utilized.
Such notice will include the date, time and duration of the meetings.
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Section 2 -Tune Off: for Union Business
A. The President of Local 1635, and two (2) members, selected by the
Union President, shall be granted full release time from their regularly
scheduled work week with full pay, in order to investigate and process
grievances, attend labor-management meetings, attend Union meetings,
including those meetings of the International Union and/or Council 66, consuh
with the Employer, his representatives, Local Union Officers or other Union
representatives concerning the enforcement of any provision of this Agreement.
One (1) of the three (3) members on full release time shall be the Local's EAP
coordinator. It shall be the EAP Coordinator's responsibility to meet with the
Employer on EAP matters, coordinate EAP referrals for the Union and sign
EAP agreement referrals for the Local. This privilege shall be temporarily
revoked for the Unit Chairmen if a City-wide emergency is declared by the
Mayor and their services are required on their job assignments. In the event
that the President of Local 1635 is unable to perform his duties for a period in
excess of two (2) weeks, the President of Local 1635 shall designate one (1)
of the Chair Officers of Local 1635 to perform the President's duties and upon
notification by the Union to the Manager of Labor Relations, such designee
shall be given full release time from his regularly scheduled work week with
no loss of pay in order to perform the functionsdescribedherein. .
The City will receive thirty (30) days notice of any change of members on full
release time as defined in this Section.
B. The Treasurer of Local 1635 shall be allowed up to a maximum of two
(2) hours per day to transact Union business. The Recording Secretary of
Local 1635 shall be allowed up to a maximum of four (4) hours per day to
transact Union business. The Grievance Secretary of Local 1635 shall be
allowed up to a maximum of three (3) hours per day to transact Union
business. Such release time shall be without loss of pay.
Section 3 - Other Union Time Off
A. For contract negotiations, the Union shall be permitted to have twelve
(12) members on the Negotiating Committee. These members shall serve
without loss of pay, as Union negotiators on negotiations of this master
Agreement.
'"'
B. No more than six (6) members of the Union, selected by the Local
Union to attend a conference or convention of the International Union or other
subordinate body, shall be allowed time off without loss of time or pay to
attend such functions.
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Section 4 - Labor-Mana2ement Committee
Conferences between representatives of the Employer and no more than four
(4) representatives of the Local Union on important matters which may include
the discussion of procedures for future grievances and other methods of
improving the relationship between the parties will be arranged between the
parties upon request of either party. Arrangements for such meetings shall be
made in advance and shall be held at reasonable hours as mutually agreed upon
by the parties. Employees acting on behalf of the Union shall suffer no loss
of time or pay should such meetings fall within their regular work hours.
ARTICLE 22 EMPLOYEE SAFETY
Section 1 -SafetY Committee
A. The Employer and the Union agree to establish a joint Safety
Committee, to consist of two (2) Union members, two (2) Employer members
and the City Safety Coordinator who shall be chairman. The Safety Committee
shall advise the City on all safety and health matters.
B. The Safety Committee shall meet upon the request of two (2) or more
members, which meetings shall be held during working hours, without loss of
pay, to discuss safety matters, but such meetings shall not be more frequent
than once per month.
C. This Committee is not intended as a Review Committee for motor
vehicle accidents involving City equipment.
Section 2 -SafetY EouiDment and Protective Clothinlt,
roo
A. Employees who require safety shoes and prescription safety glasses shall
be issued them without charge. This safety equipment shall become the
employee's property. Employees shall be responsible for replacing or repairing
such safety equipment which is lost, stolen, misused, or willfully destroyed.
Safety equipment damaged in the course of duty through no fault- of the
employee shall be replaced at City expense upon the recommendation of the
employee's supervisor and approval of the Safety Coordinator. If an employee
leaves City employment within one (1) month of his hire date, he shall be
charged for the cost of safety equipment which he was issued.
6S
B. The following equipment shall be issued on loan to employees only for
use in the perfonnanceof duty: rain gear, foul weather gear, rubber footwear,
safety helmets, safety goggles or face shields or any other legally required
safety equipment or protective clothing. Loaned equipment shall be issued by
means of an issue card and shall remain the property of the City of Rochester
while on loan to the employee. The employee shall be responsible for the
safekeeping of all equipment loaned to him and shall be charged for the cost
of said equipment where loss, theft, misuse or willful destruction occurs.
Replacement for worn loaned equipment will be upon recommendation of the
employee's supervisor and approval of the Safety Coordinator. In order to
receive a replacement for loaned equipment, the employee must turn in his
original piece of loaned equipment. Where an employee is required to wear
safety shoes and must, by documented medical record, wear special medical
shoes, the City will pay fifty (SO) percent of the cost of a medical s~fetyshoe.
C. The Safety Committee shall have the power to review the decisions of
the Safety Coordinator provided for in this Section.
D. Where protective or safety equipment is not assigned to an individual
employee, then the City of Rochester shall be responsible for such equipment
to be available for issuance at the job site. The equipment shall be issued on
a daily basis whenever the need arises.
E. Where safety equipment, protective equipment and foul weather gear is
issued to an individual employee, the City of Rochester shall require that such
equipment be used for the proper performance of duty and the protection and
health of the employee.
F. If said equipment is not used or worn by the employee in the
perfonnance of his duties as required for the safety and health of the
employee, then the following actions shall be taken:
1. Denial of the right to work until such equipment, furnished by
the City of Rochester, be worn or used.
Disciplinary action to be taken, where warranted, because of a
violation of this provision.
2.
G. Where unifonns are provided by the Employer, employees shall be
required to wear such unifonns while on duty. Failure to wear required
unifonns shall result in disciplinary action.
~
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.Section J -Safe DriviJur Award
f'
A. AU employees whose positions require that they maintain a Commercial
Driver's License, or who are assigned to the Civil Service title of Class V'
Truck Driver, Crew Chief, Ground Equipment Operator, Interdepartmental
Messenger-Water Bureau, Senior Maintenance MechaniclWater Supply, Senior
Security Guard, Senior Water Meter Repaira', or Water Distribution
Technician, and who drive City Vehicles for at kast 200 working day. in one
year (from July 1 through June 30) with no preventable accident or violation
of existing City Motor Vehicle Regulations, .hall be awarded a $SO bond.
B. Eligible employees who have received five (S) consecutive Safe Driving
Awards, will receive a $IS0 bond in place of the usual $50 bond for any
subsequent awards.
C. The City of Rochester will present the Safe Driving Award at an
appropriate award ceremony. The arrangements and cost shall be the
responsibility of the City of Rochester.
ARTICLE 13 MANAGEMENT PREROGATIVES
Section 1 -EmDlover Ri2hts
The Employer has and will continue to retain, whether exercised or not, the
sole right to operate and manage its affairs in all respects, and the power or
authority which the Employer has not abridged, delegated or modified by the
express provisions of this Agreement are retained by the Employer. Subject
to the terms and conditions of-this Agreement and to law, it is agreed that the
Employer retains the exclusive right to direct employees; to maintain, improve
the efficiency of and manage opeta1ions entrusted totlthe Employer; aridtttD
determine the methods, means and number of personnel by which said
operations are to be conducted.
Section 2 - Work Rules
,.
A. When existing work. rules are changed, or new work. rules established,
there shall be prior consultation with the Union President or his designee, and
then such work. rules shall be posted prominently ODall bulletin boards for a
period of ten (10) consecutive work. days before becoming effective. If,
however, after no less than two (2) meetings within a period of ten (10)
working days, there is no agreement, the Employer shall have the right to
institute the rules, but the dispute may also be submitted to the grievance
procedure.
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B. Employees shall.comply with all work rules. The Employer agrees that
all applicable work rules are to be Uniformly applied an~ uniformly enforced.
Any complaint involving discrimination in the application of new or existing
rules shall be raolved through the grievance procedures of this Agreement.
C. The Employeragrees to furnish each employee in the BargainingUnit
with a copy of all applicable written wort rules. New employees shall be
provided with a copy of the applicablework rules at the time of hire.
Sedion 3 - Professional Standards
The Union and the City recognize the necessity of co~tinuous improvement in
efficiency and effectiveness throughout the City operations covered by this
Collective Bargaining Agreement. In this connection their representatives and
memben will be urged to cooperate jointly in accomplishing this result.
ARTICLE U TERMINATION OR MODIFICATION
~n 1 -Duration of ARreemeot
A. Except u otherwise provided, this master Agreement shall go into effect
upon execution by the parties and s~ll remain in full force and effect until
June 30, 1998. No provision of the Agreement is intended to have retroactive
application prior to the actual date of execution of this Agreement, unless such
provision expressly provides for a specific implementation date.
B. This master Agreement shall continue in force and effect from year to
year thereafter unless either party shall notify the other party in writing not
earlier thaD..the 1st of October and not later than the 30th of October
immediately preceding the termination date of its intention to modify or
tenninate this Agreement.
C. h is understood and agreed that negotiations pursuant to such notice to
amend or terminate shall begin on a mutually agMeable date following the
giving of such notice.
Semon 1- Temoorarv ExteDsionof A.2reement
,
If at the expiration of this Agreement, no new agreement has been reached and
negotiations. are continuing, this Agreement shall continue in full force and
effect unless terminated by either party giving at least ten (10) work days
written notice to the other party of a desire to terminate.
.
,"
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Section 3 - Modif"lCation
No amendment, alteration or modification of this Agreement shall be binding
unless it is in writing and signed by the Mayor and/or the Manager of Labor
Relations and by a duly authorized representative of the Union.
Sedion 4 - T ination and ModifICation-Total ARreemeat
In the event that any personnel rules or regulations arc in cont1ict with this
Agreement, the Agreement shall apply. The foregoing shall constitute the
entire Agreement between the parties. No verbal statement or other
amendments, except an amendment mutually agreed upon between the parties
and in writing shall supersede or vary the provisions herein.
.
~
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APPENDIX 1, page 1
SALARY SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1994
BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G
1 17,575 18,135 18,693 19,174 19,562 19,919 20,366
2 18,024 18,598 19,174 19,562 19,919 20,366 20,873
3 18,387 18,976 19,562 19,919 20,366 20,873 21,413
4 18,720 19,320 19,919 20,366 20,873 21,413 21,889
5 19,143 19,754 20,366 20,873 21,413 21,889 22,487
6 19,622 20,247 20,873 21,413 21,889 22,487 23,053
7 20,132 20,772 21,413 21,889 22,487 23,053 23,680
8 20,577 21,233 21,889 22,487 23,053 23,.680 24,368
9 21,140 21,814 22,487 23,053 23,680 24,368 25,114
10 21,669 22,362 23,053 23,680 24,368 25,114 25,892
11 22,260 22,970 23,680 24,368 25,114 25,892 26,698
12 22,907 23,635 24,368 25,114 25,892 26,698 27,626
13 23,609 24,362 25,114 25,892 26,698 27,626 28,458
14 24,341 25,114 25,892 26,698 27,626 28,458 29,415
15 25,096 25,899 26,698 27,626 28,458 29,415 30,311
16 25,966 26,797 27,626 28,458 29,415 30,311 31,359
17 26,753 27,605 28,458 29,415 30,311 31,359 32,616
18 27,651 28,534 29,415 30,311 31,359 32,616 33,956
19 28,491 29,402 30,311 31,359 32,616 33,956 35,329
20 29,478 30,419 31,359 32,616 33,956 35,329 36,766
21 30,654 31,634 32,616 33,956 35,329 36,766 38,291
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APPENDIX 1, page 2
BRKT STEP A 'STEP B
40 10.18 10.54
41 10.53 10.86
42 10.92 11.29
51 8.89 9.13
52 9.01 9.30
53 9.14 9.45
54 9.31 9.60
55 9.48 9.79
56 9.69 10.03
57 9.92 10.27
58 10.11 10.45
59 10.36 10.67
60 10.56 10.89
61 10.91 11.28
62 11.15 11.48
63 11.46 11.86
64 '11.75 12.14
65 12.15 12.51
66 9.78 10.06
DAILY RATES
BRKT STEP A STEP B
68 85.25
69 103.00 109.56
WAGE SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1994
STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G
10.86 11.09 11.33 11.63 11.95
11.18 11.42 11.86 11.97 12.42
11.64 11.95 12.23 12.66 12.98
9.41 9.58 9.75 9.91 10.07
9.58 9.75 9.91 10.07' 10.32
9.75 9.91 10.07 10.32 10.56
9.91 10.07 10.32 10.56 10.78
10.07 10.32 10.56 10.78 11.02
10.32 10.56 10.78 11.02 11.23
10.56 10.78 11.02 11.23 11.63
10.78 11.02 11.23 11.63 11.86
11.02 11.23 11.63 11.86 12.21
11.23 11.63 11.86 12.21 12.48
11~63 11~86 12.21 12.48 12.91
11.86 12.21 12.48 12.91 13.25
12.21 12.48 12.91 13.25 13.62
12.48 12.91 13.25 13.62 14.04
12.91 13.25 13.62 14.04 14.45
10.37 11.02
STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
116.13 122.70 126.35 130.00
FIXED HOURLY RATES:
PLUMBING INSPECTOR
LEAD PLUMBING INSPECTOR
~IJ
16. 35/HOUR
17. 68/HOUR
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APPENDIX 1, page 3
SALARY SCHBDULB BFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1995
BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G
1 17,970 18,543 19,114 19,605 20,002 20,367 20,824
2 18,430 19,016 19,605 20,002 20,367 20,824 21,343
3 18,801 19,403 20,002 20,367 20,824 21,343 21,895
4 19,141 19,755 20,367 20,824 21,343 21,895 22,382
5 19,574 20,198 20,824 21,343 21,895 22,382 22,993
6 20,063 20,703 21,343 21,895 22,382 22,993 23,572
7 20,585 21,239 21,895 22,382 22,993 23,572 24,213
8 21,040 21,711 22,382 22,993 23,572 24,213 24,916
9 21,616 22,305 22,993 23,572 24,213 24,916 25,679
10 22,157 22,865 23,572 24,213 24,916 25,679 26,475
11 22,761 23,487 24,213 24,916 25,679 26,475 27,299
12 23,422 24,167 . 24,916 25,679 26,475 27,299 28,248
13 24,140 24,910 25,679 26,475 27,299 28,248 29,098
14 24,889 25,679 26,475 27,299 28,248 29,098 30,077
15 25,661 26,482 27,299 28,248 29,098 30,077 30,993
16 26,550 27,400 28,248 29,098 30,077 30,993 32,065
17 27,355 28,226 29,098 30,077 30,993 32,065 33,350
18 28,273 29,176 30,077 30,993 32,065 33,350 34,720
19 29,132 30,064 30,993 32,065 33,350 34,720 36,124
20 30,141 31,103 32,065 33,350 34,720 36,124 37,593
21 31,344 32,346 33,350 34,720 36,124 37,593 39,153
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APPENDIX 1, page 4 WAGE SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1995
BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G
40 10.41 10.78 11.10 11.34 11.58 11'.89 12.22
41 10.77 11.10 11.43 11.68 12.13 12.24 12.70
.42 11.17 11.54 11.90 12.22 12.51 12.94 13.27
51 9.09 9.34 9.62 9.80 9.97 10.13 10.30
52 9.21 9.51 9.80 9.97 10.13 10.30 10.55
53 9.35 9.66 9.97 10.13 10.30 10.55 10.80
54 9.52 9.82 10.13 10.30 10,55 10.80 11.02
55 9.69 10.01 10.30 10.55 10.80 11.02 11.27
56 9.91 10.26 10.55 10..80 11.02 11.27 11.48
57 10.14 10.50 10.80 11.02 11.27 11.48 11.89
58 10.34 10.69 11.02 11.27 11.48 11.89 12.13
59 10.59 10.91 11.27 11.48 11.89 12.13 12.48
60 10.80 11.14 11.48 11.89 12.13 12.48 12.76
61 11.16 11.53 11.89 12.13 12.48 12.76 13.20
62 11.40 11.74 12.13 12.48 12.76 13.20 13.55
63 11.72 12.13 12.48 12.76 13.20 13.55 13.93
64 12.01 12.41 12.76 13.20 13.55 13.93 14.36
65 12.42 12.79 13.20 13.55 13.93. 14.36 14.78
66 10.00 10.29 10.60 11.27
DAILY RATES
BRItT STEP A STBP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
68 87.17
69 105.32 112.03 118.74 125.46 129.19 132.93
FIXED HOURLY RATES:
PLUMBING INSPBCTOR 16. 72/HOUR
LEAD PLUMBING INSPECTOR 18.08/HOUR
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~APPENDIX 1, page 5
SALARY SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1996
BRItT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G1 18,419 19,007 19,592 20,095 20,502 20,876 21,3452 18,891 19,491 20,095 20,502 20,876 21,345 21,8773 19,271 19,888 20,502 20,876 21,345 21,877 22,4424 19,620 20,249 20,876 21,345 21,877 22,442 22,9425 20,063 20,703 21,345 21,877 22,442 22,942 23,5686 20,565 21,221 21,877 22,442 22,942 23,568 24,1617 21~100 21,770 22,442 22,942 23,568 24,161 24,8188 21,566 . 22,254 22,942 23,568 24,161 24,818 25,5399 22,156 22,863 23,568 24,161 24,818 25,539 26,32110 22,711 23,437 24,161 24,818 25,539 26,321 27,13711 23,330 24,074 24,818 25,539 26,321 27,137 27,98112 24,008 24,771 25,539 26,321 27,137 27,981 28,95413 24,744 25,533 26,321 27,137 27,981 28,954 29,82514 25,511 26,321 27,137 27,981 28,954 29,825 30,82915 26,303 27,144 27,981 28,954 29,825 30,829 31,76816 27,214 28,085 28,954 29,825 30,829 31,768 32,86717 28,039 28,932 29,825 30,829 31,768 32,867 34,18418 28,980. 29,905 30,829 31,768 32,867 34,184 35,58819 29,860 30,816 31,768 32,867 34,184 35,588 37,02720 30,895 31,881 32,867 34,184 35,588 37,027 38,53321 32,128 33,155 34,184 35,588 37,027 38,533 40,132
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APPENDIX '1, page 6 WAGE SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1996
BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G
40 10.67 11.05 11.38 11.62 11.87 12.19 12.53
41 11.04 11.38 11.72 11.97 12.43 12.55 13.02
42 11.45 11.83 12.20 12.53 12.82 13.26 13.60
5i 9.32 9.57 9.86 10.05 10.22 10.38 10.56
52 9.44 9.75 10.05 10.22 10.38 10.56 10.81
53 9.58 9.90 10.22 10.38 10.56 10.81 11.07
54 9.76 10.07 10.38 10.56 10.81 11.07 11.30
55 9.93 10.26 10.56 10.81 11.07 11.30 11.55
56 10.16 10.52 10.81 11.07 11.30 11.55 11.77
57 10.39 10.76 11.07 11.30 9.00 11.77 12.19
58 10.60 10.96 11.30 11.55 11.77 12.19 12.43
59 10.85 11.18 11.55 11.77 12.19 12.43 12.79
60 11.07 11.42 11.77 12.19 12.43 12.79 13.08
61 11.44 11.82 12.19 12.43 12.79 13.08 13.53
62 11.69 12.03 12.43 12.79 13.08 13.53 13.89
63 12.01 12.43 12.79 13.08 13.53 13.89 14.28
64 12.31 12.72 13.08 13.53 13.89 14.28 14.72
65 12.73 13.11 13.53 13.89 14.28 14.72 15.15
66 10.25 10.55 10.87 11.55
DAILY RATES
BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
68 89.35
69 107.95 114.83 121.71 128.60 132.42 136.25
FIXED HOURLY RATES:
PLUMBING INSPECTOR 17. 14/HOUR
LEAD PLUMBING INSPECTOR 18. 53/HOUR
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APPENDIX 1, page 7
SALARY SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1997
BRItT STBP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP B STEP P STEP G
1 18,972 19,577 20,180 20,698 21,117 21,502 21,985
2 19,458 20,076 20,698 21,117 21,502 21,985 22,533
3 19,849 20,485 21,117 21,502 21,985 22,533 23,115
4 20,209 20,856 21,502 21,985 22,533 23,115 23,630
5 20,665 21,324 21,985 22,533 23,115 23,630 24,275
6 21,182 21,858 22,533 23,115 23,630 24,275 24,886
7 21,733 22,423 23,115 23,630 24,275 24,886 25,563
8 22,213 22,922 23,630 24,275 24,886 25,563 26,305
9 22,821 23,549 24,275 24,886 25,563 26,305 27,111
10 23,392 24,140 24,886 25,563 26,305 27,111 27,951
11 24,030 24,796 25,563 26,305 27,111 27,951 28,820
12 24,728 25,514 26,305 27,111 27,951 . 28,820 29,823
13 25,486 26,299 27,111 27,951 '28,820 29,823 30,720
14 26,276 27,111 27,951 28,820 29,823 .30,720 31,754
15 27,092 27,958 28,820 29,823 30,720 31,754 32,721
16 28,030 28,928 29,823 30,720 31,754 32,721 33,853
17 28,880 29,800 30,720 31,.754 32,721 ~3,853 35,210
18 29,849 30,802 31,754 32,721 33,853 35,210 36,656
19 30,756. 31,740 32,721 33,853 35,210 36,656 38,138
20 31,822 32,837 33,853 35,210 16,656 38,138 39,689
21 33,092 34,150 35,210 36,656 38,138 39,689 41,336
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APPENDIX 1, page 8 WAGE SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1997
.BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F STEP G
40 10.99 11.38 11.72 11.97 12.23 12.56 12.91
41 :11.37 11.72 12.07 12.33 12.80 12.93 13.41
42 11.79 12.18 12 . ,5 7 12.91 13.20 13.66 14.01
51 9.60
: 9.86 10'~'16 10.35 10.53 10.69 10.88
52 9.72 10.04 10~35 10.53 10.69 10.88 11.13
53 9.87 . 10.20 10.53 10.69 10.88 11.13 11.40
54 10.05 10.37 10.69 10.88 11.13 11.40 11.64
55 10.23 10.57 10.88 11.13 11.40 11.64 11.90
56 10.46 10.84 11.13 11.40 11.64 11.90 12.12
57 10.70 11.08 11.40 11.64 9.27 12.12 1i.56
58 10.92 11.29 11.64 11.90 12.12 12.56 12.80
59 11.18 11.52 11.90 12.12 12.56 12.80 13.17
60 11.40 11.76 12.12 12.56 12.80 13.17 13.47
61 11.78 12.17 12.56 12.80 13.17 13.47 13.94
62 12.04 12.39 12.80 13.17 13.47 13.94 14.31
63 12.37 12.80 13.17 13.47 13.94 14.31 14.71
64 12.68 13.10 13.47 13.94 14.31 14.71 15.16
65 13.11 13.50 13.94 14.31 14.71 15.16 15.60
66 10.56 10.87 11.20 11.90
DAILY RATES
BRKT STEP A STEP B STEP C STEP D STEP E STEP F
67 92.03
68 111.19 118.27 125.36 132.46 136.39 140.34
FIXED HOURLY RATES:
PLUMBING INSPECTOR 17. 65/HOUR
LEAD PLUMBING INSPECTOR 19.09/HOUR
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APPENDIX B
The following six-day workers are covered by the July 1, 1994 to June 30,
1998 AFSCME Bargaining Agreement.
Emolovee Title Hire Date
Louis Farabella Ground Equipment Operator 05/14/62
Anthony Gingello Environmental Services Operator I 01110/53
Paul McGlory Laborer 07/24/67
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